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Shannon returned from Space . . . to that strange other-world
that had been Earth—where cosmic cubes ruled Manl
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sidian nightmare of Ionian badlands,
and beyond the badlands swayed a
sullen jungle of flame-vines and barbed
undergrowth where the lava-lions hunted.
The man stood up and shifted restlessly on bare, calloused feet. His black hair
hung to his shoulders, longer but no less
wild than the tangle of beard that swept
his chest. He wore a brief clout of animal hide, and exposure had browned his

HE Kyril rested immobile on its
flinty Ionian hillside like a domed,
T
lichen-colored boulder, its lumpish inertness belied by the cool certainty of its
telepathic voice. "I am a self-suflicient
creature, Paul Shannon," it said. "But I
think I shall miss you."
The man squatted beside it, considering the scarred bronze shape of the little
one-man ship waiting at the foot of the
slope. Beyond the ship sprawled an ob11
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skin even on a world so far from its parent sun.
"I'm an engineer, not a mechanic nor
an astrogator," he said. "I'd never have
got the Flora repaired and a course laid
without your help, Kyril, not in two
years nor in a hundred. And now—"
"Now it is time to go," the Kyril said.
"You have learned a great deal here,
Paul Shannon, but you ,may have
changed more than you know You have
lost touch with your own world. There
may be times when you will wish you
had remained here."
The man shook his head. "You're
wrong, for once. It's been hell here, what
with the lava-lions hunting me and
knowing that Ellen was waiting for me
back on Earth. She'll have been waiting
for two years, she and Gil Lucas. . .the
rest of the world may have forgotten,
'. but never those two."
He laid a hand on the Kyril's graygreen shell. "You hid yourself from men
before I came. I won't give you away."
He felt the Kyril's shrug, an enigmatic pulse of no-thought. "When you
are on Earth again," the Kyril said, "you
may tell men whatever you like. I have
no further need of secrecy."
The man stared, his gray eyes puzzled. "I wish I could make you out—
sometimes I think you're more than you
admit, a great deal more. Can you see
into the future, too?"
There was no answer; the Kyril had
withdrawn itself. The battered little
ship waited below, its presence fanning
Shannon's eagerness to be gone.
"I'm going to miss you too," he said.
"Goodbye, Kyril
"
CAME down faster than he liked,
HEknowing
the risk but afraid to place

too great a strain upon his jerry-rigged
deceleration gear. Half his mind was
spring-tense with the vital minutiae of
gauging speed and distance without instruments; the other half considered
hungrily the growing sweep on Earth's
crescent rising to meet him, the day side
a mottled mosaic of greens and browns

and dancing water-glints, the night side
vague and mysterious under its moonbright mantle of clouds.
He did not try to choose a particular
site for landing. It was enough to be
back again, to see the soft curve of Earth
flattening under him, sweeping up to
receive him like a vast, convex cradle.
"Hpme," he said, summing it up in one
word.
Where he landed did not matter, since
from anywhere on the unified Earth he
could reach Ellen Keyne or Gil Lucas by
radophone. Still the rosy glow of a city's
lights rising against the night heartened
him; he would land in an inhabited place,
where he could orient himself and get
rid of his barbarous mane of hair and
beard.
The city-glow swerved away under his
descent. Small points of light crept to
and fro from it along a far, serpentine
path—surface cars, their speed slowed
to a crawl by distance. Mountains rose
and raced past below him. A single isolated light speared upward, a dark
building loomed squarely in the curve of
his landing arc—
He struck with a jarring crash that
left him gasping, fighting to retain consciousness. Violet flame from his landing jets boiled about the Flora's hull,
searing the soft earth before he found
the controls and shut off" the flow of fuel.
He found the lever that rotated and
swung out the port, and let in a cool
night wind heavy with the smell of
chari^d grass.
A door opened in the building toward
which he had fallen, throwing a crooked
rectangle of light across the dai-kness,
and he saw that it was a farmhouse and
that a white ribbon of highway lay between the ship and the light. A man
came out of the house, bareheaded and
shirt-sleeved, bulking large in silhouette.
A woman's voice drifted after him, belllike and unexcited: "Hurry, Carl. Someone may be hurt. . . . "
The man came across the highway and
over the smoking turf to stand in the
open port. The glow of the ship's phos-
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phorlights illuminated him palely, a
massive young man with curling light
hair and blue eyes. He was smiling, his
face calm and unsurprised, his whole
bearing charged with contentment and
another quality more difficult to define.
"Are you hurt?" he asked, and came
into the ship. His big hands touched
Shannon's naked body gently. "You are
welcome here, friend. . .we had expected
someone else. Let me help you into the
house."
They climbed the porch steps together, Shannon leaning on the big man's
arm and shivering, in the night wind. In
the neat, bare living room a young wom-
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caught and held, and when they smiled it
came to Shannon suddenly that their
strangeness stemmed from possession of
a quality which he had never met before—
Serenity. . . .
nnHE man brought a chair, and a rough
-•- woolen blanket which Shannon
draped about him gratefully. The woman disappeared into the kitchen and
came back with a glass of warm milk.
"We can't give you coffee," she said.
"We seldom go into the city. It upsets
the Normals there, and they are troubled
enough already."
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N H I S own quiet way a guy named Roger Dee has been making something of a reputation for himself as a triple-threat writer. H e can
write hilarious comedy ( P A R A D O X P L A N E T ) — m o v i n g emotional
drama ( T H E O B L I G A T I O N ) — o r , as in the case of T H E S T A R D I C E ,
tense, action-studded melodrama. In addition, publication of T H E S T A R
DICE is something of an event for him: it is his first novel.
His full name is Roger D. Aycock; he is young, happily married, works
for Uncle Sam's post office when he is not writing. W e first ran across
hioi some years back when he was trying to break in via the western and
detective story route. W e bought some of those first stories, noting that
here was a boy who was never satisfied with a routine plot, but tried
always for a fresh note, a new slant, a bit of novelty in every story.
You'll find that element in T H E S T A R DICE—the tale of a man returning from exile to a world he never knew.

—The Editor

an met them, belting a coarse gray robe
over her nightgown, her face no more
surprised at Shannon's wild look than
the man's had been. She was small and
slender and red-haired, and the same
quality that had puzzled Shannon in the
big man's bearing was repeated in her
eyes like an echo—a great calmness, a
tranquility beyond the definition of
peace.
"I am Carl Garrick," the man said.
"My wife, Olive. We are farmers—and
Cubists."
"You are welcome," the woman said.
"You are at home in our home."
For a moment the eyes of the couple

•^m,'

Shannon stared at the glass in Ms
hand, fascinated by the tiny ripples thai
danced over the white liquid from the
trembling of his fingers. Tears stung his
eyes when his throat'constricted in an
agony of anticipation.
"Milk," he said. "My God, milk! I'd
forgotten it existed."
Carl Garrick came out of the bedroom
with scissors and a razor. "The hermit
life has its compensations," he said.
"We've even learned to cut each other's
hair. May I try my hand on yours?"
Wonder grew upon Shannon. His ingrained wariness relaxed, and he fdt
ashamed when he realized for the first
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time how unkempt and desperate he to remake mankind. No one knows what
m u s t look.
power sent them or directs t h e m ; the
"You are kind," he said. He remem- Servants who taught us at Peace Center,
bered Ellen Keyne then and his old ur- after we had left tlie Sanctuary in Tolegency brought him up sti-aight in his do where we first applied to the Cubes
chair, f r e t t i n g at the delay. "Do you for help, told us t h a t these questions do
have a radophone h e r e ? "
not matter. The great ti'uth is that the
Garrick shook his head. "No. There Cubes came to wake men from their unis no one to call."
reason, to bring peace by solving every
Shannon stared. "NTo one? But I saw problem and lifting every bui'den.-"
the city l i g h t s ! "
Shannon put down the m ' r r o r . "It's a
They laughed togeth'>r. " T h a t would cult, then? A new religion?"
be Denver," Garrick .said. "Or Brighton,
"It's not a cu't." Carl asid. He and
though Denver would be brighter. I Olive looked at each other, smiling. "Nor
m e a n t t h a t there is no one whom -ive a religion. It's rfnJihj, the way things
m i g h t call."
were meant to be in the beginning."
It baffled Shannon more than ever. "I
"Reality?" Shannon repeated. lie was
don't understand. I've been—away—for not really curious; he had seen man'as
two years, and I'm out of touch. Why come and go. but Garrick's serene cercan't you call anyone, or go into town ?" tainty demanded the question. "What
A word returned to him, touching him sort of reality?"
with an odd disquiet. " W h a t a r e NorThey shook their heads. "You cou'dn't
mals?"
understand until you've hpon throuf^h
They stared at him, and at each other. the Change yourself," Carl s-^.id. "Cou'd
"But we're Cubists," Olive Garrick vou describe a sunset to a man born
said. "And the N o r m a l s — " She turned blind, or exnlain musical harmony to a
to.her husband, her eyes wide. "Carl, he deaf mute?"
doesn't knoir about the Cubes!"
For the first time since touching To.
Shannon laughed. "If seeing a Cube will
OW he was shaved and bathed, his makp me as cheerful as ,\'ou two, I'll look
hair cut shoil by Garrick's surpri.s- one up the ininuto I get back to Boston
ingly expert hands, and he was fed to Suburban. God knows I need cheering
fullness for the first time since he had up. after thf^se past two y e a r s ! "
crashed on lo. Garrick's rough gray
"The Cubes will erase all that," Olive
clothing hung slackiy on his spare frame. said. Her hand found Carl's and clung.
Olive had brought him a m i r r o r ; he "Consider us—before we. made the
stared, appalled, at the change in him- Change, Carl was a musclcr for Solar
self.
Services in Toledo, and they wouldn't reHe had lost twenty pounds. The hair lease him for a Guild job. The syndicate
a t his temples was touched with gray pays its musclers to suppress demonstraand the thin hawk face that stared back tions among emloyees, you know, and
a t him was like a s t r a n g e r ' s . Hf» was the Guild bribes them. . . ."
not the same man who had left Ellen
"There was a riot once that we
Keyne to make a routine construction es- couldn't handle," Carl said. "I killed a
timate for Solar Services on Callisto— man, a Guild dock worker, and had to
he was older, harder, and somehow alien run for it until Solar cleared me. But
to the identity he remembered.
by that time Olive and I had taken all
Thought of Ellen stirred him to eager- we could stand, and v,'e went to the nearness again, and made him conscious of est Sanctuary for help. The Servants of
the Cubes took us to Peace Center for
Carl Garrick's voice.
"—^they came from out in space, the training, and when we were ready they
instruments of Destiny, to awaken and sent, us out on our own."

N
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"You're no Cubie," the leader said.
"And here we are," Olive finished.
"Doing our part to set peace before the "What are you doing here ?"
Carl Garrick answered him. "He is a
Normals as a reality instead of as an abstranger, not one of us. Let him go."
stract."
TTiey snarled at. him, and he fell siShannon's restless eyes found the oldfashioned calendar-clock over the man- lent. Olive came to her husband's side,
telpiece, and urgency goaded him when catching his hand again, and they smiled
he made out the worn date on the tape: at each other with a serenity that utterly
disregarded danger.
0400, June 17, 2351.
"You should have known better," the
Two years. Two years of waiting and
leader said to Shannon. "It's a mistake
sweating and dreaming of Ellen. . . .
"How far is it to Brighton ?" he asked. you won't make twice."
"Wait," Shannon said. His throat felt
"I've got to get to a radophone and—"
He broke off sharply at a sound grow- tight and strained; his voice was harsh
and loud in his own ears. "What are you
ing outside. "What's that?"
going to do ?"
They laughed like jackals baying toHEY went to the door together, Carl
and Olive Garrick holding hands like gether.
"The Cubie treatment," the second
children. The white glare of a surface
car's sodium lamps blinded them briefly, man said. "We're going to kill the three
swinging off the highway and into the of you. What did you expect?"
Carl Garrfck touched Shannon's shoulfarmyard.
The lights went off. Four dark figures der. "We expected this—it happens-^©
piled out of the machine and converged most of us sooner or later, even in the
swiftly upon the house. When they en- cities. But we'll be replaced, and that's
tered the rectangle of light from the all that matters."
Shannon stared at him, unbelieving.
doorway Shannon felt the set purpose
behind their silent approach, and sudden "You came here knowing you'd be muiv
premonition set the hair to prickling dered? You're not going to resist?"
along his neck.
"Not all of these men will have been
They paused at the house steps, and he on this sort of errand before," Carl said.
saw that two of them were armed, not His smile was as free as before, unwith quartz-lensed shock-rods but with afraid. "What they do Jiere tonight will
be a burden upon them, and in the end
flat, lethal dart guns.
""Fulmer goes in with me," a voice said at least one of them will go to a Sanctuary to be at peace with himself. What
heavily. "You two watch the exits."
They scattered. "They won't run," happens here will happen over and over
someone said, argumentatively. "Cubies again until some day every human being
on Earth will have gone to the Cubes and
never do. . . . "
The two armed men came inside, not made the Change, and then there will be
alike in build or age or features but peace. Forever."
wearing upon them a singleness of purThe truth came to Shannon then, stunpose that woke Shannon's old wariness ningly. This was more than just aninstantly to life.
other stupid Utopian cult—it was, in its
These men Shannon could understand way, a thing stronger and more danger^
—^they hated.
ous than armed revolution. And these
He backed away, his eyes sweeping men with guns were the inevitable retalthe room for a weapon and finding none. iation, crying the resentment of NorThe two men watched him, narrow-eyed. mals still free to fear and to hate, comOne of them made a suggestive motion ing in darkness to extinguish by viowith his dart-gun; the other halted him lence a flame that could not be fought
with hands.
with a gesture.

T
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' "That's enough," the leader said. He
took a little metal cylinder from a pocket
and tossed it toward the back of the
room. "Let's get it over with."
The incendiary was still in the air
when Shannon lunged. He felt his shoulder smash into the leader's chest, and he
clutched blindly for the dart gun when
the two of them drove headlong through
the doorway and out into darkness.
After them came the soft phut of the second man's dart-gun. Flame tore the
porch steps behind them as they plunged
downward.
One of the men detailed to guard the
exits stepped out of the night and struck
viciously at Shannon's head with a club.
He threw himself aside somehow, at the
last instant, and the blow caught him
across the shoulder.
Agony tore him and fanned his -caution to red anger. . . .
II

]\,
EARLY exhausted now, Shannon
knelt upon the winded figure struggling
baieath him and wrenched the dart gun
from its hand. Two years before, the
feel of the lethal thing would have sickened him—now it snuggled comfortingly into his hand, urging him on with its
cold metal will to be used.
He blasted the man with the club first,
at arm's reach. A second figure ran
toward him out of the darkness, and he
potted it as coldly as he would have cut
down a mechanical target in a shooting
gallery.
He ran for the house then, knowing
that he would be too late when the muffled thumping of another dart-gun
sounded inside. A gust of smoke met
him at the door; through it he saw Carl
and Olive Garrick tumbled together on
the floor in a broken, motionless heap.
A man burst through the doorway
toward him, flame licking at his heels.
Shannon shot him down and ran back
into tile shadows, still raging. There was
another otie—the leader, from whom he
had taken the g u n , , . .

The man was gone. Shannon found
the surface car looming before him,
highlighted redly in the firelight. He
hauled himself into it and backed it, turbomotor screaming, onto the highway.
The sodium lights, when he snapped
them on, outlined starkly the running
figure of the fourth man, plunging desperately to get off the pavement.
Shannon ran him down as carefully
as he would have crushed a spider under
his heel.
Afterward, he let the machine out and
rocketed through the night with the anger dying in him and nausea clogging
his throat. When the lights of Brighton
rose before him he slackened his speed,
trying to marshal some reason into the
nightmare that had caught him up.
He had come home to hatred and
violence and a fanaticism beyond idiocy
—and to what else? If a thing like this
could happen in a once quiet countryside,
then what might the rest of the world
be like?
He thought of Ellen Keyne, and the
memory of her cool loveliness was like a
breath of sanity out of madness. He had
to get to her, or to Gil Lucas, to learn
from someone he could trust what had
happened to his world.
He pressed down the accelerator, and
the lights of Brighton swept nearer.
Lighted windows dulled the first glow
of sunrise when he entered the town's
narrow suburban limits. Other cars
passed him, headlights glaring. Knots of
early risers stood on street corners,
yawning, waiting for local turbobuses.
No one wore the sort of rough gray
clothing that Carl Garrick had given
him, and he reasoned that it was a garb
peculiar to Cubists. He would have to
get rid of it quickly, before the hunt
overtook him.
For there must be a hunt. The burning farmhouse would attract attention,
and the dead identified. Even in a country so unsettled there would be an investigation ; and he was a stranger in Cubist
clothing, driving a stolen machine... .
He remembered the Flora then, and
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felt the net close tighter about him. The
police would make an immediate xiheck
on the little ship, and Solar Services
would identify its pilot as Paul Shannon,
vanished space engineer. They would be
after him in earnest then, armed with
descriptions and photographs.

i^^

•jVTEAR the center of town he slowed the
-^^ machine, driving
automatically
while his mind shuttled busily, looking
for a way out. There was no question of
going voluntarily to the authorities in a
locality that countenanced lynching; his
best bet was to get clothing and transportation to Denver, and quickly.
Sight of a small white plastobrick
building ahead brought him up short—
the jagged fluorescent thunderbolt flashing across its facade advertised it as the
Brighton radophone exchange, and its
presence suggested the only alternative
to flight.
It might be easier, and safer, to call
for help than to run for it. . . .
A passenger shuttle hissed overhead
as he parked the surface car before the
exchange, and the sound made him look
up instinctively. The shuttle was gone,
but high above the red wash of sunrise
in the east he saw the pale violet arc of
a stratoliner dropping down to Denver.
It might as well have been halfway
across the continent.
He had no money, and in his gray
Cubist garb he could not afford the risk
,of entering the Brighton shuttle port
even if he could pay for a ticket. He
might be mobbed; at best he would be
remembered, and the chase would close
in the tighter. Still he filed the possibility away as alternate choice if the radophone should fail him—he was armed,
and if it came to that he could take what
he needed.
He went into the radophone exchange
warily, calculating his chances. It would
be foolhardy to call Ellen first, no matter
how strong his longing, since she would
be in no position to offer help.
His first call must b? to Gil Lucas.
At that early hour the exchange was

empty except for a bored and heavyeyed clerk who gave Shannon a disapproving scowl and went back to his nodding. Shannon took the first booth, his
hands busy with the selector banks before the door closed behind him. •
The muted hum of open circuit died.
The screen lighted, displaying bold, stifflettered words: BOSTON SUB INF.
"Lucas, Gilbert F.," he said into the
microphone orifice.
The screen flickered: Lucas, Gilbert
F.- Physicist. Rrs 1220 Antoine. Code
AN&7S97.
He sat down on the padded customer's
chair and leaned forward, sweating with
sudden tension. So close—so close, after
two years, and there was so little
time. . . .
"Announce Paul Shannon," he said.
"Brighton, Colorado. Ring at once, receiver's charge."
Robot controls juggled distant relays.
Shannon waited, wiping slippery palms
against the rough fabric of his gray
trousers.
A man's face appeared on the screen
—a heavy man, middle-aged, his sparse
gray hair carefully brushed to hide a
bald spot and his intent small eyes showing no trace of sleep. It was not Gil.
"I don't know you," the man said.
"What do you want?"
"I am calling Gilbert Lucas," Sliannon
said. "I'm a very old friend of his—will
you put Gil on the circuit, please?"
The fat man considered him dispassionately. "Radophone Control is getting lax," he said. "This number should
have been cleared long ago. No one
named Lucas has lived here, to my certain knowledge, for thirteen months."
The screen flickered and was blank.
Frustration made Shannon almost ill.
There was no way of finding Gil's new
address short of calling for a personal
check of Boston Suburban radophone
files, and a manual examination would
take far more time than he had to spare.
The same difficulty prevented his calling
Ellen—the police might be on his heels
already.
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The weight of the dart-gun in his
pocket brought him up with sudden resolution. The car outside, with luck, would
get him out of Brighton, and once in
Denver he could apply to Solar Services
for help. Failing there, he still had the
ultimate alternative of taking money
and clothing at gunpoint and forcing his
way aboard an Eastbound stratoliner at
Denver Port.
speeding car, his Cubist clothIN ingTHEattracted
less attention than he

had expected; he reached Denver, short
minutes later, without being stopped. It
was not until he entered the city and began working his way toward the slender,
comet-topped spire of Denver's Solar
Services building that he drew his first
stares.
Occasionally he saw gray-clad Cubists
Avalking the streets, smiling and unhurried, unmolested here where the machinery of law functioned more normally. But none of them drove cars, and he
guessed that it was against custom for
Cubists to operate machines. Wary of
attracting attention, he left the car on
the first stretch of empty street and
went ahead on foot.
He had not far to go.
A stratoliner soared up ahead, chemical takeoff jets roaring, and when he
rounded the corner he found himself
outside a steel-mesh fence encircling the
Denver stratoport. A block away, at the
end of the field opposite the port's latticed signal tower, rose the commanding bulk of the Solar Services building.
He went toward it briskly, past shops
just opening for the morning trade, trying now that he was afoot to meet the
stares of passersby with something of a
Cubists' customary serenity.
At the entrance ramp he passed, unnoticing, a small van of the type used by
caterers and florists, parked parallel to
the curb with its turbomotor idling. He
started for the ramp—and stopped, startled, when the van door opened suddenly
and a man stepped out to bar his way.
"We expected you earlier," the man

II
said. When Shannon put a hand to his
jacket pocket, he said warningly: "Don't
force a scene, Mr. Shannon. We mean
you no harm. Get into the van."
Shannon turned, estimating his
chances. The driver of the van held a
shock-rod ready, its conical quartz lens
aimed at Shannon's chest. Shannon got
in, moving toward the rear of the paneled body at a gesture from the driver.
The vehicle was empty except for a suit
of casual brown street tweeds that hung,
neatly pressed, from a wall hook.
The man on the street came in after
him and shut the door. "Your welcome
at Solar Services would have been surprising," he said. "And disappointing.
If you'll put on the clothing we brought,
we'll be going now."
He frowned when Shannon did not
move. "Please don't delay us, Mr. Shannon—we've timed this rather closely,
and we can't stop for questions. Put on
the suit!"
Shannon stripped off his rough gray
garments and slipped into the tweeds.
They hung on him loosely, but he found
himself, without giving the matter conscious thought, approving the cut and
material. He had owned a similar suit
once, before his unlucky Callistan mission; Ellen Keyne had helped select it,
matching color and style to blend with
his dark skin and black hair.
He patted the pcckets automatically,
and stiffened when he felt the outlines
of a wallet in the jacket pocket.
"I don't understand any of this," he
said. He had a sudden sense of being
maneuvered about like an animal in a
pen, and it angered him. "Will you drop
the t61emovie dramatics and tell me what
you want?"
"You'll know soon enough," the driver
said.
TTE TOUCHED a gear stud on the
-^^ steering column and put away his
shock-rod. 'The van purred into motion,
made a right turn and leaned into an ascending curve. There was presently the
sensation of climbing a gently slopin.fi:
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ramp, and the van stopped. The man beside the driver got out; Shannon, following, found himself inside the steel-mesh
fence of the stratoplane port, a short
stone's throw from the flight terminal.
"You'll find a ticket and money in the
wallet," the man said. "You'll find a
Boston Port stratoliner loading at Ramp
Seven. You have two minutes to get
aboard it."
The van slid away, leaving Shannon to
stare after it briefly before he went into
the terminal-to find Ramp Seven. The
brown leather wallet, when he opened it,
yielded a thin sheaf of yellow credit
notes and a single-hop ticket; the attendant accepted the ticket without remark,
and a trim blonde stewardess showed
Shannon to his seat.
For minutes after the takeoff he put
off all speculation, sizing up the other
passengers and satisfying himself that
he was not still under surveillance.
When he turned his mind back to the
wallet and clothing, a belated sense of
familiarity brought him out of his seat
and sent him back to the men's lavatory.
With the door bolted behind him he
took out the wallet and scanned the papers it contained. They were stamped
with a date two years earlier—and they
identified him unequivocally as one Paul
Shannon, construction engineer in the
employ of Solar Services. There was
even an unmistakably genuine full-face,
photograph of himself.
He shut the leather case and returned
ft to his pocket, feeling a sudden chill of
unreality.
It was his own wallet. . . .
For a long time he stood without moving, staring at his reflection in the lavatory mirror, trying to fit the wallet into
the t a n g l e of contradictions that
hemmed him in. He remembered it perfectly; an old one, too good to throw
away but too shabby to display when he
took Ellen out at night. He had left it
behind when he set out for Callisto. . . .
He had left it in his apartment in Boston Suburban, in the pockets of a brown
tweed suit.

In spite of his premonition he was
trembling a little when he took off the
jacket and looked at the tailor's label
above the inside breast pocket. He found
what he had expected to find, a row of
neatly stitched letters that spelled out
his Qwn name: Pmd T. Shannon.
T J E GAVE it up, finally, and went back
-*--*- to his seat. The blonde stewardess
paused beside him on her way to the control cabin and gave him a more than
professional smile, her eyes openly interested.
"I don't remember you from previous
runs," she said brightly. "Is there anything I can get for you, sir?"
He watched the movement of her discreetly rouged mouth, matching the
sound of her voice against his memory
of other women's voices, against Ellen's.
He had forgotten more than he had realized, out there on lo. . . .
Suddenly the two lost years seemed no
more than a vanished dream, a dissolving figment of nightmare, and he felt the
reassuring sanity of normal living rest
upon him like a comforting hand.
"Yes," he said, and felt saliva start at
the back of his tongue at memory of a
long-forgotten taste. "I came aboard in
a hurry. . .can you get me some cigarettes?"
She turned on her smile again, but her
eyes were disappointed. "We don't stock
them, of course, but I have some extras
in my locker. I'll get you a package."
She was back almost at once, shaking
her head when he reached for his wallet.
"Call it a souvenir of the trip, please. I
know what it is to be caught without
smokes."
She left him then and went down the
aisle to chat with a fat elderly man who
was obviously a regular passenger. It
seemed to Shannon that she swung her
trim body a trifle more consciously than
when he had first seen her, and, the incident puzzled him until belated understanding came.
"I'll be damned," he thought, remembering the hard, wary face that had
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looked back at him from the lavatory
m
mirror and comparing it with the soft,
LS SHANNON relaxed, the only possleek grooming of the other passengers.
"She's mistaken me for a space pilot or sible solution came to him radophone call
something else as glamorous. I must to Boston Suburban.
• "Gil Lucas!" he said aloud, so sharply
stand out like a circus bear!"
It set him to thinking about himself, a that the man in the seat ahead started
pastime foreign to his nature, and for and looked curiously over his shoulder.
The radophone robotics would have
the first time he realized something of
the change two years had made in him. announced his name and the origin of
He not only looked different—he was his call, yet the fat man who answered
had accepted receiver's charges to deny
different.
He saw the stewardess observing him acquaintance either with Paul Shannon
curiously, and realized that he was still or Gilbert Lucas. Why?
Because the fat man had wanted to
holding the unopened pack of cigarettes.
He ripped it open, shook out a slender see his face, to make certain that it was
cylinder and puffed it until the end Paul Shannon who called.
began to glow.
The fat man must have relayed his
The smoke was rich and smooth in his call to Gil; how else would the men in the
throat, relaxing further the tension that van have known where to meet him ? No
had ridden him since his return. He set- one but Gil could have sent them, or have
tled more comfortably into his seat and known where to find his clothing and the
let his mind again run over the bewil- wallet with his identification. . . .
dering chain of improbabilities that had
He found the flaw in his reasoning,
brought him here.
[Turn page]
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and the ptizzle fell again into a hopeless
confusion of unrelated pieces.
Gil must have had the suit and wallet
ready in Denver, for they could not have
been flown even by stratoplane to him in
so short a time. But not even Gil could
have known in advance that Shannon
would be in Denver this morning. No
one could have known. . .unless he accepted the inference that his landing at
Brighton had been anticipated.
And that, in turn, would imply that
someone had known where he had spent
the last two years.
He gave it up and lit another cigarette, trying to force the whole contradictory jumble out of his mind. Once at
home again he could find Gil and get his
explanations at first hand; at the moment, a vastly more important need demanded his attention.
He had to get to Ellen Keyne.
The familiar bustle of Boston Port allayed some of his impatience and made
him feel at last that he was truly coming home. He made his way rapidly
through the thronged terminal, gathering confidence from the well-remembered confusion of baggage carts and
vari-colored phosphorlight
schedule
boards and the pervading hum of busy
voices.
He found the city gates and went out
upon a wide, sheltered platform. A local
shuttle had just pulled in and was disgorging passengers into the terminal; it
would be empty in a moment, and he
could get passage on it to Boston Suburban.
At his elbow a news machine crackled,
the commentator's voice reaching? with
practiced inflection for the passerby's
attention. A knot of listeners drifted
aimlessly about it, jostling Shannon
with the commuter's impersonal rudeness. Disjointed fragments of informative gabble filtered through his preoccupation :
". , .Guild Head Zimmer Conniston
last night delivered an ultimatum to
Governing Council, threatening industrial shutdown unless hiring of non-

Guild Cubist employees is halted. . ."
". . .special police troops rushed to
guard Cubist Peace Center in Ohio
against Guild demonstrations. . .protective surveillance established over local
Sanctuaries. . ."
". . .Grover Orsham, Solar Services
Director, announces a counter program
to end discrimination against Cubist
workers, pointing to excellent efficiency
records. . ."
TTE TOOK away with him a vague con•*--•- viction that the Cubes represented
an even more important issue than he
had suspected. It was more than another
fanatic cult; obviously, the Change was
involved in the country's basic economic
structure, and the talk of work stoppage
and placement of government police had
an ominous sound.
With the emptying of the shuttle
Shannon drifted aboard with the crowd,
putting the uneasy conjectui-es out of
his mind. There would be time to consider new conditions later, after he had
seen Ellen and Gil Lucas.
The shuttle slid smoothly down its
track, flashed across the terminal yards
and into the air. Boston Port fell away,
and with its going Shannon expelled a
ragged breath of relief. He had come
four hundred million miles, and he had
waited through two interminable years.
He fought his impatience now, telling
himself that he could wait a few minutes
more.
Somehow he had still half expected to
be met by police at Boston Suburban, to
be snatched at the last moment from his
triumph. But he was only another casual passenger alighting from the shuttle,
another nonentity lost in the anonymous
bustling of the crowd.
He went through the Suburban terminal quickly and made for the street
exit, his eye searching the street outside
for waiting cabs. At the moment there
was none; in his eagerness, Shannon
nearly collided with a man waiting under the marquee outside, and swerved
sharply to avoid contact.
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The sound of his name being called
shook him indescribably. "Mr. Shannon
—wait!"
He had a startled glimpse of a stocky
man of middle age, a confused impression of gray hair and of imperious blue
eyes in a square, weathered face. There
was no question of waiting—Shannon
ran, the gray concrete of the exit ramp
blurring under his feet.
At the curb a private car waited, turbomotor idling, in defiance of the brass
No Parking bosses inlaid in huge letters
across the sidewalk. A young woman in
mannish brown coveralls waited under
the driver's M'heel, watching his flight
with wide eyps.
A cab darted in. Shannon ran for it
with his pursuer's voice rising after
him: "Shannon! Wait!"
The girl in the car leaned from her
window, taking up the cry. "Let the cab
go, Mr. Shannon! You don't understand—"
He swung aboard the cab and was
gone without looking back. In the rearview mirror, briefly, he c"Ught a wavering glimpse of the car behind him wheeling awaj^ from the curb.
He was leaning forward to give his
destination to the driver when it occurred to him that a check on public conveyances was the first step in police
routine.
"Take me to the intersection of Everett and Charles," he said, compromising.
"And hurry!"
nPHE Keyne house was as he remem••- hered it, as he had recreated it for
the Kyril a thousand times on his jagged
Ionian hillside: an unpretentious white
brick house with a green roof and shutters to match, its flowering windowboxes setting vivid splashes of color
above trimmed evergreens,
a He cut across the lawn and climbed
^ the steps and pressed a trembling finger
upon the bell push.
With the action came a confusion of
crowding memories, superimposed one
upon another: handing Ellen out of a
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cab at the curb, crossing the lawn in
snow or in soft summer darkness; on the
porch, standing to one side of the door
so that the hall lights would not pick
them out when Ellen put light hands on
his shoulders and stood on tiptoe to kiss
him goodnight. . . .
The faint musical sound of the bell
drifted through the house. There was
answering movement, a sense of footsteps felt rather than heard, the indefinable certainty of approach.
Ellen's mother opened the door.
Two years ago Myra Keyne had been a
thin, ineffectual woman, wholly absorbed in her petty household concerns
and a little inclined toward petulance."
Now the serenity of her face was a thing
utterly alien to his memory, an unhuman
compounding of calm and contentment.
Until now he had not faced the possibility that the Change might have penetrated here; the horror that had fallen
upon him at the Garrick farmhouse
came to him again, icily.
"It's good to see you again," Myra
Keyne said. She opened the door to him,
smiling. "We heard the news of your return, Paul, and hoped you would come
here first."
She took his hands and led him inside,
the rustle of her sober gray dress loud
in the indoor silence. The tranquil feel
of her went with them like an aura. In
the living room. Shannon stood dumbly,
trying with dry tongue to find the words
he had come four hundred million miles
to say.
"Ellen ?" he got out finally. "Is she—"
She nodded serenely. "Ellen is here.
I'm afraid all this may prove a shock to
you, Paul, since you can't have been
home long enough to understand
about—"
He seized her shoulders and shook her
violently. "What's happened to EUen?
Where is she ?"
An inner door opened behind him.
Ellen's voice came to him out of a vast,
waiting silence, gently pleased and utterly composed.
"Paul! We were waiting for y&a.l"
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T A T E R , he t h o u g h t t h a t he m u s t have still peopled by t h e familiar departed.
•'-' gone a little mad. The soft pressure
"I understand too well," he said. "I've
of Ellen's h a n d s a g a i n s t his chest made lost you, after going through two years
him a w a r e finally t h a t he was crushing of hell to get back. Is there no way to
h e r to him and t h a t she was trying, gent- reverse this thing, Ellen, and be your old
ly a n d without protest, to extricate her- self a g a i n ? "
self.
She smiled at him as at a headstrong
"Ellen," he said hoarsely. "Ellen. . ." child. "It can't be reversed, ever. None
She was like a child in his hands, with- of us would go back even if we could.
out response. The rough g r a y cloth of Paul. But you haven't lost me—go to a
her dress rustled like paper under his Sanctuary and tell the Servants everytouch. Her soft fair hair fell in a bright thing, and when you are released from
shower to her shoulders; her eyes met Peace Center we can start again as if
his fully, stirred by compassion but mir- nothing had happened."
r o r i n g nothing of his own loss.
He shook his head. "I'd as soon be a
"I waited, Paul," she said. "But you robot. I wouldn't be myself after that—•
didn't come back, and everyone gave you I can't do it."
Her next suggestion was infinitely reup for dead. . .then F a t h e r died, and
Mother and I went to the Cube here a t volting. "There's another way, if you
the Suburban Sanctuary. The Change choose to use it. You can take me as I
was wonderful—it took away all our am, to do with as you please. No one
grief and resentment and made Jiff' full considers Cubists as individuals—we're
for us. You'll understand when you go only votes to the politicians, prod\icers
to the industrialists and nuisances to tho
to a Sanctuary for yourself."
He stood dumbly, watching the move- public. Only the Guilds take us seriousment of her lips and the familiar tilt of ly enough to hate, because we come mosther head, trying to make himself under- ly from^ their' numbers and weaken theirstand t h a t all his j o u r n e y i n g ended here strength. No one protects ns. individualand that there was nothing further to ly. You'd have no opposition if you
yearn toward. He could not accept it as a claimed me at this ver'y moment and
finality; he understood only that he had took me away."
He stared, appalled. "Take you ? You
somehow been cheated without reason
or design, and of his old eagerness noth- mean you'd go away with me now if I
asked you, or with anyone else who
ing was left but a red, bitter anger.
He let her go and stood back, feeling wanted you?"
"Of course," she said. Her smile was
, alone and desolate. "Ellen," he said finally. "My God, how could you have done serene, und'sturbed. "There's no defiance in us. don't you see? We couldn't
it? I'd r a t h e r find you dead!"
"It's the only reality, Paul," she said set the Normals an example for peace if
with smiling insistence. "The thing men we resisted, because there would be no
have striven for always, b u t never found peace. Normals fear poverty and viobecause they never understood the goal jpnce and death—we don't, and our numIjoyc frrow from day to dav because of
they fought for—peace."
The silence of the house closed in upon it. Some day everyone will have made
the Change, and only then shall we have
him, oppressively.
The same sense of peace was here that a real and lasting peace. Don't you see
he had felt at the Garricks'. but with a how simple it is. P a u l ? "
difference. The Garricks had been stranCarl Garrick's words came back to
gers, and their alienness had touched h i m : ". . .and in the end they must go to
him only from the outside; in this house the Cubes to be at peace with themselveshe felt like an uneasy barbarian in the . . .and then there will be peace. Forpresence of his dead, alone in a place ever."
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GAIN the enormity of it stunned him,
driven the deeper because it was
Ellen who made the thing clear and because Ellen was, literally, his world. He
imagined an Earth becalmed, boundaries
and ideologies erased, all human striving
subsiding into a serene and smiling stagnancy. . . .
Over it all the Cubes, whatever they
were, their cryptic intentions still unexplained, would rule. He conceived of the
whole thing then as a plot, a cabal not
contrived by the infantile cunning of
men but born somewhere in distant alien
darkness to spread like a virus across
Earth and conquer all that it touched.
He could not entirely grasp the complexity of the thought, but still he could
sense the threat inherent in an abstract
so paradoxically dangerous as an absolute and universal peace. And because
he was a man who to justify his existence must believe in something greater
than himself, he put aside his old purpose and shouldered a new one, disguis-
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ing a basic idealism under the raw hurt
of his personal loss.
"It won't do," he said. "A thing like
this can't happen to the world."
"I understand how lost you must feel,"
Ellen said, "when you can't yet know
what the Cubes offer. But there's a Sanctuary in Boston Suburban, Paul—please
go to it and let the Servants show you
what it means to be free and whole."
"I'll look them up," Shannon said. In
that instant his intention took shape,
born of his anger and the bitter necessity of striking back. "God, yes, I'll see
them—in due time!"
As he left the Keynes' house, the surface car that had followed him from the
shuttle terminal waited for him at the
curb, motor idling so quietly that Shannon would have passed unnoticing if the
man had not called out to him.
"Mr. Shannon! Will you talk to us
now?"
He halted, his eyes going from the
[Turn
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caller to the girl behind the wheel. She
was tall, with dark hair and eyes that
contrasted strongly against the indoor
fairness of her skin, her most notable
attraction a round-limbed feminine
strength that defied the enveloping coveralls. She met Shannon's stare impersonally except for a faint tightening of
her wide, full mouth.
"We're losing time," the man said. "I
am" Dace Nugent, Mr. Shannon—my
daughter, Ruth. Will you trust yourself
with us for a short time?"
Shannon shrugged and climbed in.
"I've nothing to lose—and if you can
tell me what has happened to the world
while I was away, I'll listen to anything."
He sat back and tried to relax when
the girl put the machine in motion, and
with the easing of his tension a weariness close to exhaustion fell upon him.
He tried to remember when he had last
slept, and was startled when he could
not.
They were well into the outskirts of
the residential section when he spoke
again. "Will you take me to a place
where I can get a drink while we talk?
I haven't had a drink for two years, and
I think I'm going to need one."
IV
M T W A S not a bar to which they took
him, but to a businesslike grouping of
corrugated iron buildings at the edge
of town. They passed through a barbed
metal fence and were halfway to the
central—and only wooden—structure
before Shannon saw the ship.
It rested horizontally upon a rein^forced concrete apron, the midday sun
gleaming on its polished bronze length, a
great copper cylinder three hundred feet
long and a third as high. A cryptic
grouping of transparent blisters ringed
either end; he looked automatically for
driving jets, and found none.
It was no sort of conventionally designed ship he had ever seen, a shape so
unorthodox that he was still puzzling

over it when the car halted before the
central building.
A slight, sandy-haired man came out
to meet them, a long roll of blueprints
furled under his arm. He was dressed in
careless soiled trousers and open-necked
shirt, and there was a sooty smudge
across his blunt-featured face. His light
eyes studied Shannon curiously, and
lighted eloquently when he turned his attention to Ruth Nugent.
She asked directly, not bothering to
introduce Shannon: "How did the driver
tests go. Alec? Was there any interfield
backlash?"
The man shook his head, smiling. "The
tests were good. She's ready for a trial
run whenever you say."
Dace Nugent said somberly, "That
will be soon. Our time is getting shorter
and—" He caught himself up and made
belated introductions: "Alec Blair, Paul
Shannon.. .Alec is our white hope in this
project, Mr. Shannon—superintendent
of construction and skipper of the ship
when it's launched. You'll be working
with him closely if you accept our offer."
Shannon and Blair nodded, measuring
each other. Except for his interest in
Ruth Nugent, Blair struck Shannon as
the dry, patient sort, more cautious than
forceful, but likely to be an expert in his
own line.
They got out of the car, and Shannon
felt an unexpected stir of interest when
Ruth Nugent stood beside him. She was
taller than her father and Alec Blair, so
close to Shannon's own height that their
eyes were almost level.
Dace Nugent headed directly for the
wooden building. "You'll be in for lunch,
Alec? We may need your help to convince Shannon."
Blair nodded and disappeared into the
nearest shop with his roll of blueprints.
Shannon followed the Nugents inside,
surprised to find that the room was not
an oflice but the central unit of a hastily
built living quarters.
He looked about him, puzzled. "I don't
understand this. I took it for granted
that you were reporters of some sort."
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"You'll meet reporters enough when
they nose you out," Nugent said. "We're
not interested in gathering news, but in
making it."
He caught his daughter's eye and they
smiled at each other briefly, an unmistakable exchange of implicit confidence.
"You can bring us that drink now,'*
he said. "I think Mr. Shannon is going
to need it, when he learns what he's up
against."
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Like a good Cubist, she refused to press
her right of citizenship and extradition."
Ruth turned back toward the kitchen,
and stopped halfway to look up at a
framed photograph on the wall. Shannon, following her glance, saw that it
was not a woman's picture but a craggy
Moonscape, the slender spire of an oldstyle space ship outlined against black
crater-mouths and bleak, jagged mountains. Tiny figures stood about the ship
and waved in clumsy salute, airsuits billowed out against the no-pressure of
space.
It was very familiar; Shannon had
owned one like it in his school days,
when he had aspired to be a space pilot
instead of a Solar Services engineer.
The ship was the Prometheus, first
space craft to break man's planetary
bondage. , . .
"I'm telling you this, Mr. Shannon,"
Nugent's voice said harshly, "to show
you how much in earnest we are about
our project, why we've got to get away
from Earth before it's too late."
Shannon stared, taken aback.
"There is even less protection for
Cubists over the rest of the world than
in the States," Nugent said. "My wife
is, and has been since her abduction, an
inmate of a Colombian brothel."
His eyes considered Shannon, weighing him. "You've a vendetta of your
own against the Cubes, but you may as
well give up the idea of fighting them,
Mr. Shannon. It's a hopeless contest."

npHE sofa was comfortable, the drink
-•- infinitely satisfying. Together they
made Shannon more than ever conscious
of his near exhaustion, but did nothing
to relax his wariness.
"You knew where to meet me at the
Suburban shuttle terminal," he said.
"And when I gave you the slip there you
knew where to pick me up again at the
Keyne house. Do you know what I found
there, too?"
Nugent looked sober. "Yes. I checked
into your past after- hearing the news of
your return on the morning visicasts,
working on the idea that you might
make a good recruit for our proiect, and
learned that your fiancee had turned
Cubist. We can sympathize with you—
my wife, Rutin's mother, made the same
Change fifteen months ago. We have not
seen her for more than a year."
Ruth Nugent came in from the kitchen. "Why don't you tell him the truth?
If you're going to ask him to join us, you
may as well tell him what can happen to
people who turn Cubist."
She turned on Shannon, her eyes dark
and hot. "We've lived in this place for Ty UTH NUGENT broke the strain by
a year because we couldn't bear our ••-*• turning from the framed Moonapartment in town without Mother. We scape, meeting Shannon's look with a
brought her home from the Ohio Peace curious pride.
"We haven't given up," she said. "My
Center when her three months of training were up, but she didn't stay. She— father built that ship—that one and the
Icarus, the first to reach Mars. But they
disappeared."
•Nugent filled a stubby pipe, his hands are nothing, compared to the new one."
He understood then, and looked at
not quite steady. "She was kidnaped,
Shannon, by a ring that specializes in Dace Nugent with sudden respect. "So
transporting and selling Cubists to you're that Nugent! You're practically
South America. I found her eventually a legend, sir—under different circumand tried to bring her back—and failed. stances, I'd feel honored to be here."
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"But as it is you're more curious than
pleased," Nugent said. "And more disturbed than curious. . . So is the rest of
the world, except for two minority
groups—the Cubists, and a little handful
of us here who comprise the staff of the
Ark."
"The Ark? Is that symbolism?"
"It's symbolism and more," Nugent
said. "Earth is a lost world, Shannon,
mankind is a lost race. Alec Blair and
I and a few more realized that a year
ago, and built the Ark to save whatever
remnant of the race may be worth saving. She's the first stellar ship ever
built—and will probably be the last,
since we're setting out in exactly nineteen days for 61 Cygni."
Shannon laughed, incredulously. "If
you were anyone else, I'd say you were
insane, Mr. Nugent. 61 Cygni is ten
light years—"
"I didn't bring you here to acquaint
me with stellar distances," Nugent said,
"but to ask you to ship with us as part
of the staff. We're going to need an
aggressive and experienced man to head
our colonizing party. You fit that description, Mr. Shannon, else you
wouldn't have managed to exist two
years off Earth."
"You're asking me to go? Man, you
are mad!"
Ruth Nugent came across the room
toward him. "Why shouldn't you go?
What is there left for you here, Mr.
Shannon ?"
The challenge in her voice angered
him, and the anger steadied him.
"A great deal," he said. "There is
Ellen—I'm going to find a way to break
that damned fanatic hypnosis of hers if
I have to crack the globe doing it."
"It can't be broken—we've proved
that, endlessly, with my mother. And
what will you do when you fail?"
"There was never a substitute for success," Shannon said. "Unless it's revenge."
The second drink, coupled with his
near exhaustion, made him a little
drunk.

He sat with the empty glass cold in
his hand, only half hearing Nugent's
voice through a blue haze of pipe smoke,
his mind grasping for thoughts that
slipped through his awareness like elusive fish through a clouded pool. In the
kitchen Ruth Nugent made efficient bustling sounds; the smell of coffee and the
sizzle of something frying drifted to
him, inconsequential details of a vague
and meaningless background.
He was at grips again with the fantastic puzzle that had grown up about
him, probing for the core of sense that
must be in it somewhere—and finding
none.
" . . . the fact that we haven't been
able to guess the origin of their influence is proof enough that we're losing
the fight," Nugent was saying. "Oh,
something might have been done when
they first appeared, when they were
more a curious phenomenon than a menace, and before the technicians who
analyzed them fell under their spell. But
the Cubes are under Government protection now—paradoxical as it sounds, the
republican principle must safeguard any
element so important to a large number
of people—and their following in growing so fast that the end may be only
months away. We've rushed construction of the Ark to finish ahead of that
day—getting away from Earth is the
only way out. You'll see that after
you've had your try at remaking the
world."
'C'VEN admitting the man's earnest^ ness, Shannon automatically discounted the cogency of his argument.
Nugent was a practical idealist with an
axe to grind—he had built the first two
solar ships, paving the way for terrestrial expansion, and now he was aiming
at the stars. To prove his point he was
willing to undertake a flight that might
last decades past his lifetime. Unable
to finish his own undertaking, he was
recruiting a crew—the end justifyinar
his means—to finish it for him.
A more immediate consideration oc-.
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curred to Shannon, spurring him to
wariness again.
"You said that the news of my return
was on the morning visicasts. Tell me
—^are the police looking for me?"
Nugent, in the act of pouring another
drink, stopped to stare. "The police? My
God, man' you're a hero, not a fugitive!"
He refilled Shannon's glass and sat on
the other end of the sofa. "Landing a
jerry-rigged job like the Flora so close
to your destination was a neat bit of
navigation. How did you manage, with
so many instruments smashed?"
"Close?" Shannon repeated. It hadn't
been close; he had been lucky to hit the
right hemisphere. From Denver to—
Caution stopped the words in his
mouth and substituted a question.
"Where did they find the Flora?"
Nugent's answer rocked him to his
heels. "In a truck farmer's field just outside Boston Metro. There was no way
of knowing where you might have gone
after landing, but it was assumed that
you had caught a lift into Metro from
a passing surface car. I imagine that
Solar Services heads are waiting impatiently to learn where you spent those
two years."
"I was on lo," Shannon said. He was
hardly conscious of answering, grappling in confusion with this latest inconsistency.
"lo!" Nugent stood up, staring at
Shannon. "Ruth!"
Ruth came out of the kitchen, her face
flushed a little from the heat, a dish cloth
in her hands. "I heard it. He spent two
years on lo—it's incredible, if it's true."
The significance of the look that
passed between them brought Shannon
out of his absorption. He set his glass
aside, alert.
"You've been there ? What's so strange
about my having been marooned on lo
for two years?"
"Unusual would be a better word,"
Dace Nugent said. "lo is a wild and terrible place—we were there four years
ago, on a tentative exploration for ra^Hoaetives, and it's hard to believe that

2»

an E&rthman could exist unarmed in
such an environment for two weeks, let
alone for two years."
At another time it might have been
convincing, but not now. Their sudden
interest was only another piece added
to the senseless puzzle.
"I think you're lying to suit your own
purposes," Shannon said. He stood up,
his irritation fanned to sudden anger.
"I don't know what you're working
toward, but it doesn't matter—I've
heard nothing but lies and defeatism and
pointless dramatics since I came back,
and I'm sick of it."
He let his empty glass drop and turned
to go. The door opened against his hand,
and Alec Blair came into the room.
Blair was still wearing his soiled shop
clothing, but his sandy hair had been
brushed and his blunt-featured face
freshly shaved. Shannon met the steady
regard of the superintendent's light eyes
and felt a belligerent suspicion behind
it that matched his own.
"Get out of my way," Shannon said.
The whiskey he had drunk warmed
him, sent a hot surge of recklessness
through him. He wanted suddenly to
wipe out his impatience in action, to get
his hands on something he could twist
and break and exhaust his damned-up
anger upon.
T>LAIR closed the door behind him. "I
- ^ thought you were coming along to,
conquer the new world for us. Don't
tell me you've lost your nerve!"
"It's not a matter of nerve," Shannon
said. His anger grew, burning the higher because he recognized it for what
it was, an emotional reflex working hard
to deny his uncertainty. "It's a matter
of doing what I can to straighten out
the mess that fools and cowards have
made by tolerating these damned
Cubes."
Ruth Nugent came toward him, her
eyes angry. "You're behaving like a
child," she said. "You've set yourself
against a thing that can't be fought, and
you're shouting at us to bolster your.
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own courage. I think you're afraid,
Shannon—afraid to face the truth."
He felt his face go hot. "And I think
you're a bunch of spineless defeatists.
When Earth is in trouble, your only
solution is to run for your own safety,
like rats leaving a sinking ship."
She bit her lip, her color ebbing. "Not
that . . . you don't think we would desert
my mother, do you, if anything could
have been done?"
She was suddenly uncertain and defenseless, her hard competence shattered to reveal a softness that Shannon
found infinitely appealing. But his anger
had swept him too far; he wanted to let
it go before he hurt her further, and
did not know how.
"Wouldn't you?" he asked.
Blair's hand on his shoulder swung
him around. "You've said enough. Shannon. Get out."
Shannon caught Blair's wrist and
jerked him off balance, flung him crashing to the floor at Ruth Nugent's feet.
"I didn't ask to be brought here," he
said. "I think your stellar migration
scheme is a fool's errand, and I don't
want any part of it, now or ever."
When he slammed the door behind
him they stared at each other helplessly.
Alec Blair got un from the floor, his
blunt face ruddy with anger, and
brushed at his clothing.
Ruth Nugent went to him quickly and
put a hand on his shoulder. "Don't take
it seriously, Alec, please. He would have
been an unsettline influence if he had
joined us—I'm glad he's gone."
Blair said shortly, "The man's a
damned irresponsible neurotic."
Nugent shook his head. "I don't think
so. Have you considered how you would
feel if you had come home from two
years of hell to find your fiancee as good
as dead, and nobody doing anything
about anything? You'd be on edge too,
Alec."
They stood together, denying him silently. Nugent sighed and packed his
pipe. "The fact remains that we still
need him. whether you like him or not.

He'll be back when he learns what he's
up against—if he doesn't get himself
killed in the meantime."
They let it rest at that.

o,

UTSIDE the Nugent plant Shannon
flagged a turbobus and rode back to Boston Suburban. The anger in him had
not lessened; he let it take its course,
feeling a measure of relief in the near
violence he had forced. He felt a brief
shame when he remembered Ruth Nugent's stricken look, and banished it by
turning his full attention again to the
dilemma in which he found himself.
He was no nearer a solution than
before; instead of discovering a thread
of sense in the fantastic business, he
felt himself sinking deeper into a quagmire of senseless contradiction. Only one
certainty emerged—before he could help
Ellen he would have to learn what the
actual situation was, and he could trust
only one person on earth to tell him the
truth.
He had mapped out a tentative first
step by the time the bus entered the
neatlv ordered shoppinsr section of Boston Suburban. It would be of no use
to go directly to Gil's old apartment;
Gil would not be there, else the fat man
would not have answered his call from
Colorado. There was no information
to be gained there, and Shannon's appearance would only clinch his own uncertainty.
At an intersection a block above the
Suburban shuttle terminal he left the
turbobus. and the comet-tonned spire of
the local Solar Services building soaring
up ahead of him reminded him that he
had two years of accumulated salary
awaiting his claim.
It was as good' a place to start as any.
He needed money as well as information,
and Solar Services would have both.
He went up the broad ramp and
through the marble archway with an
uneasy conviction that he would be
stopped again as he had been stopp^i!
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m jyenver. JtJut m e r e w a s no one wait- changes that have taken place, but we
ing under the arch nor in t h e spacious have every confidence t h a t you will feel
lobby beyond. H e went through t h e busy differently when you know t h e Cubes
first floor with its rows of information better."
Shannon stared. "My a p p e a r a n c e ?
and ticket cubicles and i t s banks of r a dophone booths, and entered one of a But I haven't—"
He went out of t h e elevator without
dozen elevators leading to t h e administration levels above. T h e feeling of be- finishing, heading down t h e corridor
Personing on familiar ground made him al- toward a door marked Salaried
most cheerful until the cage slid into nel. Nothing was to be learned from a
upward motion and he noticed t h e at- Cubist lift o p e r a t o r ; the information he
needed lay ahead, behind t h a t frosted
tendant foi- the first time.
The operator was a gray-clad Cubist. door.
The m a n waited patiently, smiling,
hand ready upon t h e ranked selector " r - N T E R I N G t h e office, he felt the in^--' stant hush t h a t fell across the long,
buttons. "Your floor, s i r ? "
" N i n t h , " Shannon said. His throat busy room. Accounting machines ceased
The muted
felt dry, constricted. Uncertainty raked their clicking of relays.
him, undermining his ingrained confi- hum of radophone conversations, cardence in Solar's integrity when he re- ried on by a hundred intent clerks, fell
called the disjointed gabble of t h e visi- sharply quiet. Half the personnel were
news machine he had heard earlier at Cubists.
A tall blonde girl with a personal secthe Boston Metro terminal.
"You're a Cubist," Shannon said retary's unmistakable a i r of efficiency
bluntly. "So Solar Services is hiring rose and came toward him from a desk
beside an inner door marked M. Clayton
your kind now."
The m a n nodded, his serenity un- Manager.
"Mr. Clayton is expecting you," she
shaken. "Solar Services employs more
of us than any other major utility, sir." said impersonally. "Will you follow me,
The elevator sighed to a stop. The please?"
cage door opened. Outside stretched a
He followed, and forgot h e r immedicarpeted corridor, softly lighted, smooth ately when the m a n a t t h e desk inside
walls broken at regular intervals by rose. Clayton w a s a short, heavy m a n
frosted oflfice doors.
with a smoothly bald head and light,
"1 had the privilege of seeing your cold eyes. He did not offer his hand to
appearance on t h e late morning visi- Shannon; instead he placed a manicured
news, Mr. Shannon," t h e operator said. forefinger upon a newspaper spread
"We understand your bitterness over the
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across his desk and raised his voice
sharply.
"Now that you've condescended to
visit us, Shannon, will you trouble yourself to explain this 'interview' you gave
to the press without the sanction of your
employers ?"
Shannon took up the printed page, his
eyes racing over its narrow columns. A
quarter-page cut of himself stared back
at him, the face set and angry. Headlines over the picture said blackly:
RETURNED SOLAR SERVICES ENGINEER SHOCKED BY CHANGES,
DENOUNCES CUBIST TREND

There was more underneath, a terse,
Bemantically faultless account of his appearance in Boston Metro at ten o'clock
of the same morning, and of the trenchant attack upon Cubism he had made to
representatives of Interworld Visicasts.
He had identified himself satisfactorily, but had made no statement as to
where he had been during the past two
years—a circumstance carefully noted
in the report. With mounting anger he
had detailed tlie fate of his fiancee, and
had called upon all those citizens who
had suffered similar losses to demand
action by World Council to halt the
spread of Cubism. He had even gone so
far as to advocate force if sufficient
voting pressure could not be brought to
bear. The Workers' Guild, he had declared, showed the only real awareness
of danger he had met with—let all responsible citizens support its efforts to
cope with the Cubist menace. . . .
There were side columns referring to
the main story, with commentators'
speculations as to the real motives behind his attack and uneasy predictions
as to the possible effect of his incendiary pronouncements upon an" already
agitated public.
Shannon scanned the entire lot, appalled, and found the result damning.
They had been ahead of him again,
maneuvering him to their own ends.
Whatever he might have done as a free
agent had been forestalled; he was com-

mitted, and no matter what he said he
would not be believed.
He put down the paper and looked up
to meet Clayton's icy glare.
"It would do no good to deny giving
the interview," he said. "And since the
opinions stated are essentially the same
as my own, I see no reason why I should.
I think the world has gone mad."
Solar
TanHE angry

Services manager flushed
red. "You had no right
to make such statements unadvised,
Shannon. You've overstepped yourself
badly—as of this minute you are no
longer employed by Solar Services, and
I think you'll find it a difficult matter to
land an engineer's berth with any other
syndicate."
Shannon was mildly amazed to find
how far two years of fighting an inexorable environment on his own resources
had undermined his respect for authority. Solar Services, once the unquestioned arbiter of his opinion and action,
was in the turn of a moment only another force arrayed against him.
"I'll get along," he said, "It happens
that I've come for the salary built up
during my enforced absence. I'll be quite
happy to take it and go."
In spite of himself he felt a touch of
bitter humor at the apoplectic tinge of
Clayton's face. "I've had two years to
arrive at the exact figure due me. If
you'll give me a draft to that amount
you can go to the devil—and so can
Solar Services."
He had changed more than he suspected, he thought when he left the
building with the draft in his pocket and
headed for the nearest bank. His break
with Solar Services was a thing totally
unforseen, yet now that it was done the
fact of his unemployment mattered less
to him than getting to the bottom of the
trick by which it had been brought
about.
Someone had impersonated him that
morning. Someone had used his identity to give an interview to the press, a
statement of his position that could
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never be canceled. He had been separated neatly from his job, and identified
publicly and irrevocably as an enemy
of the Cubes. . . .
And he had become known as a supporter of the Guild in its campaign
against the Cubes.
He cursed himself on the instant for
not having recognized earlier the practiced hand that had manipulated him
like a puppet from behind the scenes. If
the Guild was powerful enough to present the only organized opposition to
the Change that sapped Earth like a
virus, then it was also a faction strong
enough to cover his actions from the
police and to maneuver him, without his
knowledge or consent, into championing
Its convictions.
Paradoxically, the realization that he
had been systematically duped did not
bring anger, but relief. There was, after
all, a pattern of logic running through
and supporting the whole improbable
muddle. Once he found Gil Lucas and
got closer to the truth, he might be able
to break out of the rut into which he
had fallen and act on his own initiative
instead of being marched like a marionette through a routine already determined for him.
The bank, when he reached it, was
closed for the afternoon.
He hesitated at the intersection, pondering his next step, restless eyes aimlessly searching the busy thoroughfare
before him. His attention kept returning unaccountably to a narrow white
building across the street, a simple facade that stood out in unadoi-ned simplicity against its garishly neoned
neighbors, and he felt a sudden cold
shock of excitement when he realized
what it was.
The opaque glassite front bore no advertising display. There was no identification at all except a small greenish
block that fluoresced faintly even in the
afternoon sunshine, and a single word
chiseled below it in the masonry above
the double-dored entrance—
jSanetvary.
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There would be a Cube inside.
He went directly across the street,
reckless of honking surface traffic, his
whole awareness centered about the fact
that here within his reach, at last, was
a Cube.
TTE HAD to face them sooner or later.
-•--*• Why not now?
It seemed to him when he mounted
the opposite curb that the hurrying
crowd slowed fractionally before the
Sanctuary, that every face for the moment wore a transient look of peace. A
little knot of spectators watched from
one side, some curious, some only casually interested and restless. A smaller
group stood apart from them, tense and
uncertain, watching the double doors
with a fixity that ignored outside sound
and motion.
As Shannon approached, a shabby old
man with unkempt white hair and a
time-ravaged face detached himself
from the smaller group and limped resolutely up to the arched entrance. The
double doors swung open, and the old
man was gone into an inner gloom lighted faintly by a far, green luminescence.
The doors closed without sound; Shannon felt, rather than heard, the sigh
that now swept through the watching
crowd.
He was within arm's reach of the
door when he felt it—a soothing aura
of euphoric contentment that reminded
him forcibly of the quality he had felt
first in the Garricks and later in Ellen
Keyne and her mother.
Contentment, peace, serenity—and utter resignation.
He halted under the archway, fighting
against a growing conviction that he
had been upon the point of making a
horrible mistake, that there was no evil
inside but a blessed relief from all the
uncertainties that had plagued him. He
had been wrong from the beginning in
his surging resentment against the
Cubes. . . .
At the same time he was dimly aware
that the crowd watched him with cat-
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and-mouse intensity. The weight of
their regard brought with it a counter
certainty that all this was nothing new
to them, that they had seen others come
before him to struggle for their identity
before those enigmatic double doors. . . .
Slowly the doors swung open.
VI
L-N OLD man in- a plain gray robe
A,
stood in the opening, pale face smiling
apologetically—an attendant, a Servant
of the Cubes. Behind him in the gloom
of the Sanctuary the greenish glow
seemed impossibly far away for so small
a room. Robed figures moved before it,
dimming the light in passing, and among
them Shannon glimpsed the man who
had entered before him, walking erect
and free, a child's eager smile upon his
face.
"I am sorry," the servant said. "Some
few are not acceptable to the Cubes. You
are one of the wild ones."
His eyes swept the crowd outside. "Is
there anyone else?"
No one moved. The Servant stepped
back; the doors closed after him.
From behind him Shannon heard the
concerted sigh of long-held breath. A
murmur ran through the spectators, surprised, excited.
Anger grew in him, shearing like a
sharp blade through the compulsion that
had held him. He took a step forward,
reaching out a rough hand toward the
doors.
At his shoulder a voice said authoritatively: "No one enters a Sanctuary
without invitation. The Cubes are under
civil protection."
He turned to face a policeman, a
massive young man in the trim green
uniform of the civil corps. The officer's
eyes were wary, and he held a shockrod ready.
Shannon fought his impatience, considering the certainty that force would
earn him nothing but trouble. Later—
The crowd parted abruptly, making
way for two men in civilian clothing.

The taller one held an open wallet in his
hand, extended for the officer's inspection: the other carried a shock-rod.
"Government operatives," the tall one
said. "We've had this man under observation for some time. We're ready to
take him now."
Shannon sensed their intention too
late—the electric-blue beam of the small
man's shock-rod caught him and convulsed him with the stunning agony of
total neural disorganization. There was
a terrible instant of plunging bodilessly
into nothing, and then blackness claimed
him. . . .
When he opened his eyes the glare of
light was intolerable. Someone stood
over him, blurred and indistinct, holding a plingent drink to his lips. There
was a confused sound of voices in the
background, and the brittle rustling of
a newspaper.
" . . . would have resisted and been
detained if we hadn't stepped in," a
voice said. It added, wonderingly: "The
odd thing is that the Servant refused
him entrance . . . the Cube-field didn't
hamper him at all, even under the archway."
The light, dry voice of the man above
him was instantly and hearteningly familiar. "You shouldn't have used the
shock-rod, though. He's not going to
thank us for that."
Shannon got his hands under him and
tried to sit up.
"Gil Lucas," he said
thickly. "Gil!—how in God's name did
you get mixed up in this?"
His vision cleared and he saw his
friend as he had pictured him to the
Kyril, in exile, a thousand times—a
plump man of thirty, round-faced and
incongruously stooped, with receding
straw-blond hair and thick spectacles
glinting over light, restless eyes. At the
moment he was smiling, showing large
square teeth set a little apart, and there
was about him like an aura a feel of
suppressed energy and spring-tense, dynamic intelligence.
He placed the glass in Shannon's
hands, his touch sure and gentle. "Drink
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this, fellow. It should ease the neural
reaction."
drink cleared Shannon's
THEhead,ACRID
and he saw that he was

propped upon a cushion lounge in the
living room of an expensively appointed
apartment, a place of thick rugs and
subdued paintings and heavy drapes
that framed tall windows with a suggestion of affluence.
,
"It's a devious story," Gil Lucas said.
"And not a pretty one."
He looked at his strap watch and
spoke to the two men waiting behind
him. "Get out. I don't want you here
when the great man arrives."
They went, showing no resentment at
his tone. Shannon sat up, wariness returning with his strength.
"The great man?"
"Zimmer Conniston," Gil said. "High
Chairman of the Free Guilds, politically
one of the three most powerful men on
Earth and a pragmatist without peer—
as proof of which I cite his wisdom in
choosing me to head the only research
project in existence dedicated to tlie
destruction of the Cubes."
Some time later they sat facing each
other, smoking and rattling the ice in
their drinks, relaxing in the warmth of
reunion. Dusk had fallen, staining the
sky outside with a prismatic city-glow.
Through the open windows floated the
busy hum of the city itself, a murmurous
rhythm like the purring of a vast, sleeping beast.
"You'll understand how I felt when
I found Ellen," Shannon said. "The
world seemed to have gone mad. What
really happened, Gil? What is behind
all this, and what can be done about it?"
Gil put down his drink, his round
face sober.
"I wish I could answer that, Paul, but
we're fighting a thing more dangerous
to work with at close range than radioactives. We've spent Conniston's money
like water, and learned nothing that we
didn't know already, because there's no
basis for experiment. I've nothing to
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show for niy own work but a nagging
premonition—you'd call it a hunch, and
you'd be right—so wild that even a telemovie horror show wouldn't touch it."
He shook himself and gave Shannon
his familiar crooked grin. "The truth is
that I'm afraid, because if the hunch
should prove right there would be no
hope at all. Sometimes I think Dace
Nugent has the right idea with his Ark,
that we ought to run for it."
"Nugent is a damned defeatist,"
Shannon said. "You've been too close to
this thing, that's all. . . What are the
Cubes, really? Didn't anyone test tliem,
run off a lab analysis?"
"The first ones were tested. They
turned up all over Earth about twenty
months ago, out of nowhere, and the
first to be brought to laboratories got a.
routine examination. We've assumed
that they are intelligent in themselves
or are activated extensions of another
intelligence, but the first analyses didn't
show it, and there weren't any more.
They checked out as ordinary fluorspar."
'Fluorspar ?"
"I've seen the original test data, Paul.
They're fluorspar—simple cubic forms,
none perfectly symmetrical, all giving
up the usual colloidal impurities of manganese and rare earths. They fluoresce
in ultraviolet, have a hardness of 4 and
a specific gravity of 3.2, and they fit
the normal patterns of interpenetrating calcium-fluorine lattices.
"As for their being alive, there's a
corresponding analogy in carbon-based
organisms—a human body, for instance^
is the same an instant after death as
it was before, physically and chemically,
except that the intangible activating
spark is gone. We don't know what life
is, yet; how can we say what forms can
possess it?
"The lab men found nothing unusual
in their tests, until the Change hit thefii.
Then they passed the Cubes up to higher
authorities, and the things really woke
up and went to work. They passed frcfin
hand to hand, contaminating every mind
they touched, and the best. scientific
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Conniston came in on the heels of
brains of the world became their
his guard, ignoring Shannon and Lucas,
Servants.
"As soon as the Change was an ac- and went directly to the automix bar
knowledged fact our top-ranking spe- in the corner. He was a huge, lowering^
cialists refused to go near the Cubes, man past middle age, with stiff white
but they woke up too late. Today not hair bristling over a square-jowled face
more than a hundred able scientists are and a ponderous body running to fat.
left, and they are mostly mathemati- Shannon watched him curiously, senscians and astronomers, the sort who car- ing the animal force and the blunt,
ry on their research at long distance." brutal arrogance behind his frowning
"It was deliberate, then," Shannon preoccupation.
said. "You think they put our top re"You couldn't buy MacLeod off," Gil
search men out of the way by converting Lucas said. "I thought not."
them, before they started spreading
Conniston turned on him with the
their new gospel?"
drink half poured. "Orsham and his
Solar Services crowd got to him first.
IL nodded wearily. "That's what we It doesn't matter—I can do without
think, but proving it to the Govern MacLeod and his Board."
Gil shrugged and looked at Shannon.
ment is a different matter. One of the
evils of universal democracy is that "Wilson MacLeod is Chairman of Econothing the people want can be sup- nomic Stabilization; Conniston had the
pressed, and the Cubist faction has idea that he could use him to swing the
grown so fast that they already repre- rest of the Board against Government
sent a heavy voting power. The real acceptance of the Cubists as a recoghitch is that everjiaody has an axe to nized labor element, but it didn't work
grind—politicians, syndicates, even the out that way. I warned him it wouldn't,
Government itself—and they're trying because the financial weight was on the
to use the CubistKS, not understanding other side."
that it's only a matter of time until
Conniston's guard moved unobtrueveryone will have made the Change sively to a corner of the room facing
and their own personal axes will go into the door and lounged against a chair,
the scrap heap for good. That's why his dart-gun held in casual readiness.
my group is willing to work with a Conniston drew a cigar from a jacket
strongarm tactician like Conniston, be- pocket and tapped it alight, his pale eyes
cause there isn't much time left and considering Gil Lucas.
because Conniston's Guild is the only
"I warned you from the beginning
element willing to do anything about it."
that this thing couldn't be handled like
He stood up and stretched, yawning. an ordinary political skirmish," Gil said.
"If the Cubes are working a Trojan "It's not even a matter of economics, at
Horse trick, it's going damned well. And root. It's a technical problem that must
fast. We—"
be evaluated and understood before it
He broke off, his glance following the can be solved. We've got to learn how
coded flashing of an annunciator bulb the Cubes work and why, and be able
to get at them without stirring up a civil
over the door.
"You'll learn the why of your being disturbance that will bring Government
pulled into this now," Gil said. "From down on us."
the great man himself. Here comes ConConniston clamped the cigar in his
niston."
mouth. "There's only one way left," he
The door opened. A small man en- said through a curl of smoke. "And I'm
tered, carrying a dart-gun alertly, obvi- about ready to use it. Force."
ously clearing the way.
"I knew you'd settle on that line eventually," Gil said. He shook his head,
After him came Conniston.

G
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light glinting on his thick lenses. "Force
won't work, Conniston—bombing the
Sanctuaries and Peace Centers will kill
thousands of innocent people, and when
the smoke clears the Cubes won't have
been touched. You'll make martyrs of
the Cubists and turn public opinion
against the Free Guilds for good."
"You had your chance to do something," Conniston said. "You and your
long-haired theorists. But you didn't
learn anything, you only spent money.
I'm through marking time, Lucas. From
now on you're out of it."
Gil laughed. "We
UNEXPECTEDLY,
foresaw this from the first, of
course. Predicting your reactions was
never hard, Conniston — you started
your career as a muscler, and you can't
shake the conviction that force is the
answer to every problem. It isn't. You
can't win without us."
"You underestimate me," Conniston
said. He nodded to his guard, who stood
up expectantly, d&rt-gun ready. "Did
you forsee this, too?"
Gil finished his drink without haste.
"Of course. It's no wonder Orsham
has beaten you consistently—your psychology dates straight back to the Paleolithic. We took it for granted that when
our research failed to show quick results, and an immediate solution was
impossible from the beginning, that
you'd try to eliminate us. When you
can't use us any longer we're dangerous
—we know too much.
Conniston settled his thick shoulders
like a wrestle)- guarding against an expected grip. "Then you're a fool, Lucas.
You waited too long to pull out."
"We've been prepared against this for
weeks, Gil said. "There's a portable
tapecaster unit hidden in your automix
bar, Conniston. Every word of this
conversation is already on file, in the
hands of my staff. Shannon and I are
not Cubist nonentities—if we fail to
turn up tomorrow the whole story will
go to the Government, and even a High
Chairman of the Guilds will have trou-
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ble smoothing over our disappearance."
Conniston reached the automix in two
ponderous strides, bottles and glasses
clattering when he thrust in a hand and
brought out the flat metal oblong of the
tapecaster unit. He scowled at it and,
in sudden fury, smashed it to the floor
with a jangle of broken vacuum tubes.
"Get out, Lucas," he said thickly.
"You're clear as long as you keep your
mouth shut." His glance included Shannon, ominously. "One word of this and
you'll wish you had stayed on lo."
Gil got up quickly. "Let's go, Paul,
before the great man changes his mind."
"Wait," Shannon said. "I've some explanations coming, first."
He turned on Conniston. "You used
my identity this morning to give a false
interview to the press, an interview that
cost me my job with Solar Services. I
don't care about the job, but I want the
truth about that aflfair in Colorado—
who was the fat man who intercepted
my call to Gil, and how did the men
he sent to meet me happen to have my
suit and wallet ready in Denver?"
"Denver?" Conniston repeated. His
heavy face went slack with astonishment. "Wallet ? I don't know what you're
talking about. I never heard of you
until the newscasts carried your story
this morning."
Gil caught Shannon's arm. "We'll
have to look deeper than Conniston to
find the people behind that Denver business, Paul. The interview this morning
was pure opportunism."
Shannon went reluctantly, sensing
that Conniston's surprise was to real
to be feigned. Conniston was a devious
enough tactician after his fashion, but
he had not been responsible for the web
of inconsistencies into which Shannon
had fallen. The knowledge left Shannon
as much in the dark as ever, shaken
again by his old uncertainty.
The elevator Gil chose in the hallway
dropped them smoothly to the lobby, but
they did not leave the cage. Instead
Gil shot it up again, this time to the
roof.
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ROM the roof the night was cool and
clear, shot through with the prismatic twinklings of stars flung like diamond dust across the sky. The moon,
just rising, laid a smooth patina of yellow light over the helicopter waiting
for them on the landing.
Shannon stepped back, startled, when
the machine's side port slid open and
the pilot said urgently: "Get in.
They're waiting on the street to follow
you in a surface car, but Conniston may
think to call a copter any minute."
They were in the air before they were
well seated. "This is Vince Harris,
Paul," Gil said. "One of my staff. A
physicist, and a good one."
The pilot nodded, too busy to speak,
and shot them, lightless and swift,
across the glow and darkness of Boston
Metro. The copter cabin hummed gently
to the purring of turbomotor exhaust
above them, a sound too faint to drown
out completely the restless night murmur of the city.
They looked back once from a distance
to see another copter rise from the roof
they had left, searchlights stabbing the
darkness while it circled futilely. Gil
Lucas met Shannon's eye and grinned
faintly when it g£ive up the hunt and
settled back again.
"We're taking you to our research
headquarters," he said. "Not the one we
set up to satisfy Conniston, though it
was his money that built it. You'll meet
the rest of my staff there, and if you like
the setup we'll find a job for you."
Shannon was watching the city lights
slipping past below like star-points reflected in dark water, thinning and dimming as the copter left the metropolitan
area behind.
"That's the second offer I've had today to join a world-saving crusade," he
said. "I think I like the sound of your
project better than I liked Nugent's. At
least you're fighting."
Gil looked at him narrowly. "Is it
Nugent's project that rubs you wrong,
Paul, or his daughter? I've met her a
couple of times, and she's one to linger
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in a man's mind for a long, long time."
"I hadn't considered it," Shannon
said. "But you may be right."
He sat quietly while the copter dipped
and sank into^ darkness, sorting out his
thoughts and trying to assess them honestly. Memory of Ruth Nugent's deepbreasted roundness came back to him
vividly, and he considered soberly the
quick changes of mood he had seen in
her during the short time they had been
together. The serious Vant of her dark
head while Dace Nugent explained his
project; her impatience with Shannon's
refusal to join it; the stricken softness
of her when she had spoken of leaving
her mother behind. . . .
"I think it's more resentment than attraction," Shannon said. "I keep thinking of her and of Ellen at the same time,
and it's an unfair comparison—now. Ellen was like that once, before she gave
up waiting for me and went to that
damned Sanctuary."
"You make a dubious point," Gil said.
"I wonder if Ruth Nugent would have
given up? She hasn't, so far."
The machine settled, bouncing a little,
and the port opened. Gil caught Shannon's arm, forestalling his answer. "End
of the line, Paul. Let's get inside while
Vince hides the copter."
The building was a hulking old warehouse of concrete, relic of another day
and time, its dark windows shuttered
and barred. They left Harris pushing
the copter under a shed in the darkness
and went inside to glaring light.

vri
HE central room was a huge shaft,
open from concrete floor to sheet-metal
roof, a place loud with the clang of
tools and bright with the flare of sodium floodlamps swung on movable
beams. In the center area men in overalls clustered busily about two small bullet-shaped ships, unconventionally designed craft that might have been intended either for atmosphere or for
space.
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other men in laboratory smocks
worked at benches along the walls, wiring and testing electronic equipment totally unfamiliar to Shannon. At one end
of the room the fantastically complex integration panel of a positronic calculator
winked and flickered with colored lights,
its great sprawling bulk dominated by
a small stooped man with mild spectacled eyes and a pointed, white beard.
"The staff." Gil said. The pride in his
voice denied his flippancy. "Heroes all—
five research specialists and twenty-two
technicians with their fingers in the dike,
trying to save humanity from its own
stupidity."
He hailed a redhaii'ed young man in
stained coveralls who came toward them,
a metered test appliance in his hands.
"Max Goff, Paul Shannon. . . .Max, will
you show Paul around? I've got some
progress checks to make."
Shannon yawned. Weariness numbed
him suddenly like an opiate, dimming
his vision and clouding his awareness.
"Wait," he said. "All this is out of
my field. I'd end the tour as ignorant as
I began it."
He yawned again, and, annoyed, tried
to remember when he had last slept. The
improbable trutli was startling.
"My God, I haven't slept for four
days," he said. "Except for catnaps on
the way in from lo, that is. . . .I'll settle
for a bunk just now, and look your plant
over later."
Gil laughed. "Take him upstairs and
put him to bed, Max, before we have to
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carry him up." He moved away, engrossed at once in the work going on at
the nearest bench.
Max Goff gave Shannon a speculative
look. "You're the Shannon we heard on
the visicasts. Are you coming in with us
against the Cubes ?"
"The interview was a fake," Shannon
sad. "Yes, I'm joining Gil in this. We*ve
been friends since our school days."
They went across the busy workroom
toward a freight elevator that slotted
the wall beyond the central shaft. On
their way they passed close by the two
squat ships, and Shannon felt a flicker
of returning interest.
"I never saw a design like that," he
said. "What are they intended for?"
Goff laughed, pleased. "They're my
babies, until they're finished. We expect
to need a couple of really fast space
craft before this insane Cubist business
is ended, so we're adapting Dace Nugent'tf stellar fligM principle to power
these. Propulsion is gained through opposition of two conflicting gravitic fields
in a mass-magnetic—"
"Nugent's principle?" Shannon interrupted. They entered the empty lift and
closed the grill that sent it automatically upward. "I had the idea that Nugent was keeping that pretty well to
himself, that he didn't want it duplicated
for fear of being followed."
Goff looked embarrassed. "As a matter of fact, we, stole it from him. We
couldn't let a thing like that be lost out
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around 61 Cygni, when we need it so des- people in the streets moved too slowly 5
perately. . .not that we're interested in where there should have been haste
stellar flight ourselves, but we can use there was none, and the faces he saw,
it to good advantage here until this vanishingly small but microscopically
Cubist row is settled. And when the clear, smiled without ceasing.
time comes it should revolutionize solar
Fear came upon him first when he
travel—it's far more efficient than sensed that the people moved in a defiatomics, since it operates from the grav- nite pattern, with an ordered precision
itic strains that permeate all space, and that bore them here and there like chips
its limiting factor is just short of the upon a running stream along a course
speed of light. We've finished one ship, already determined, never hurrying and
a four-man job, and the other should be never slacking pace. Bound together in
ready within a matter of days."
some invisible manner, they formed a
They went out of the elevator into a whole that linked itself mysteriously
bare plank-walled corridor, and Shan- with the wholes of other cities across
non yawned again. Max Goff opened a the horizon. 'And beyond those. . . .
door down the hall and snapped on a
He grew aware of another place coexlight. "We're well supplied with living istent with the city, not a part of it but
quarters, since we don't go out except in superimposed upon it after the illogical
emergencies. This is yours."
fashion of nightmares—a desolate jumble of volcanic mountains among whose
T EFT alone, Shannon sat on the edge splintered igneous crags hovered a fa-•-' of the bed and dug out his, ciga- miliar domed figure, gray-green and
rettes, grimacing a little when he re- brooding.
"You have lost touch with your ivorld,
membered that they were the same the
stratoplane stewardess had given him on Paul Shannon," the Kyril said. "There
the flight from Denver to Boston Port. may he times when you vjill wish that
He considered the little plastiwrap pack- you had remained here. . . ."
age somberly, mulling over the things
It studied the city with an eyeless inthat had happened to him since then, tensity, and Shannon, ^finding himself
but he never reached the point of shak- beside it, saw that the people in the
streets were looking up toward him
ing out and lighting a cigarette.
without pausing in their course. Panic
He fell asleep first. . . .
His dream was a thing of fantasy gripped him when he found every passand cold terror, an exhaustion-induced ing face familiar.
nightmare that left him shivering and
Ellen Keyne and her mother passed
sweating when he awoke.
below, hand in hand, tiny upturned faces
It seemed that he was suspended high smiling. After them came the blonde
above a city whose every detail was stewardess of the stratoplane, and on
clear to him in spite of its distance, a her heels followed the two men who had
place of great airy buildings and curv- met him at the Solar building in Denver.
ing streets and green, spacious parks.
And after them came a fat man with
People thronged the walks, the avenues small pale eyes and carefully brushed
flowed like bright arteries with traffic; gray hair, whose face Shannon had last
it was a city of peace and comfort, yet seen on a radophone screen in Brighton,
there was in it a psychic abnormality and in his hands he carried a little
that alarmed him more than a physical square case that held the answer to
everything.
threat.
For there were in the lines of every
The fat man, of them all, did not smile.
structure a skeletal suggestion of cubical He caught Shannon's eye and raised the
articulation, an underlying alien motif little box like one beginning a ritual,
that brought him a sharp unease. The opening it
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HANNON woke, shaken to the roots
of his sanity, to lie sweating and
trembling until composure returned to
him slowly. He had recovered his discarded cigarettes and was smoking
thoughtfully when the corridor door
opened and Gil Lucas came in.
"I was beginning to wonder," Gil said,
"whether you were asleep or dead. I'm
still not too sure."
ShauHon got up and stretched, putting
the disturbing dream out of his mind.
"I'm alive—and starved."
Gil laughed. "You should be. You
• slept the clock around."
The knowledge of time wasted irritated Shannon. "I wish you'd wakened
me. I planned to see Ellen again today,
now that I'm over the first shock of what
has happened. Gil, somehow, I've got to
find a way to bring her out of that Cubist
trance. Has it ever been done?"
"Whatever it is, the Change is irrevocable," Gil said. He took Shannon's
elbow firmly. "We've knocked off for
supper downstairs. Come on—you can
talk about the Cubes later."
The improvised dining nail downstairs was crowded, the cheery bustle of
hungry technicians making the threat
they worked against seem remote and
improbable. Shannon found himself ravenously hungry, but too restless after his
uneasy sleep to relax and join them immediately.
Just inside the doorway he paused,
troubled by a sourceless premonition.
"I want a radophone, Gil. I've got to
call Ellen."
Gil shrugged. "There's one in my office, second door to your right down the
corridor. Don't set up our return identity code when you call. We're on a
masked circuit here, and don't want it
traced."
The radophone was a standard unit,
operating normally in spite of the illegal
extra circuits that kept it from exchange
listings. The Keyne address code flickered across its screen under Shannon's
fingers, blanking out at once when the
call was taken.

S
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Shannon's uneasiness mounted when
Myra Keyne's placid face appeared.
"Ellen," he demanded. "Is Ellen all
right?"
Her answer stunned him. "Ellen has
been transferred to Ohio Peace Center
for assignment—the Servants called for
her this afternoon. I wish you had
called earlier, Paul. Ellen would have
liked seeing you before she went."
"Transferred?" he repeated dumbly.
"Assignment?"
His dream came back, and with a cold
certainty of disaster. He remembered
Ellen's upturned, smiling face, and felt
again that she was moving, or being
moved, inevitably along a course already
set for her.
"There was a call for you earlier from
a Mr. Nugent, who hoped to find you
here," Myra Keyne said. "He asked that
you call him when you—wait, Paul,
someone is at the door—"
"Stay where you are," Shannon said
sharply. "I'm coming over!"
He turned and ran without waiting to
cut the connection, through the echoing
hallway and across the cluttered workroom and out into the night. The helicopter that had brought him waited empty and dark, under its concealing shed.
He had it in the air within seconds,
spearing through the darkness toward
Boston Suburban.
'T^HE Keyne neighborhood was not
^ hard to find from the air, but the inevitable small delays of locating key arterial avenues chafed Shannon's patience. He came down out of the night
recklessly when he found the right intersection, disregarding the flutter of aerial
traffic, and set the copter down on the
Keyne lawn.
The curious stares of neighbors silhouetted against lighted doorways up
and down the street told him that he was
too late even before he saw the wrecked
surface car.
It leaned drunkenly against the brick
porch steps, a crumpled bulk of scorched
metal, the thin trickle of leaking fuel
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tinkling loud in the stillness. Shannon
ran past it up the steps and into the
house.
At the archway of the connecting hall
that separated the living room from the
rest of the house he caught himself barely in time to avoid stumbling over Myra
Keyne's body. She lay in a small, quiet
heap, her gray Cubist gown torn and
disarranged, her dead face serene and
utterly content.
A sound of movement sent Shannon
into the hall way beyond to see Ruth Nugent at the radophone unit, her fingers
busy with a half-completed calling code
on its screen.
"You," Shannon said. "What are you
doing here? Who did this?"
She turned a strained face toward
him, her eyes dark and enormous with
shock. She had exchanged the brown
coveralls in which he had first seen her
for evening wear, a full-length white
dress cut low at the shoulders under a
short dark jacket with huge iridescent
buttons. The change in her was startling; the conventional clothing made
her seem softer, more feminine and
somehow less imperious.
"I came here to find you," she said.
The fright went out of her eyes, and her
chin tilted defiantly. "My father called
this afternoon without finding you. Tonight he sent me."
She came toward him, forgetting the
unfinished radophone setting, and he
saw that her hair was disarranged and
that her> jacket was torn, disclosing an
ugly blue bruise across the bare shoulder
beneath.
Her eyes darkened again at sight of
Myra Keyne's body under the archway,
and she drew back a little. "Zimmer
Conniston's men did that, I don't know
why. I recognized one of them—we had
trouble with the Guild when we first
opened our shops again to build the Ark,
and this man was one of their musclers.
They—"
He cut her short, impatiently. "You're
wasting time. Start at the beginning,
will you?"

The whine of an approaching siren
cut the stillness urgently, shrilly incisive.
"I've a copter outside," Shannon said.
"We'd better go, while we can."
He lifted the copter from the lawn
^cant seconds before the lights of a police car swept the house.
/~\NCE safe in the air, he paused to
"
hear Ruth's explanation. "They
were already there when I came, a few
minutes ago," she said. "Their copter
was on the lawn. . .they came out of the
house, running, as I turned into the
drive. They didn't hesitate an instant—they just opened fire on my car and disabled it. It crashed into the porch and
I. . .1 think I must have been unconscious
for a few minutes. I can't imagine why
they should have killed poor Mrs.
Keyne."
"Because she had seen them," Shannon said. "I should have expected something like this, after meeting Conniston.
He sent them after Ellen."
"For your fiancee? Why?"
"To shut my mouth," Shannon said.
"And through me. to keep Gil Lucas
quiet."
He turned the speeding copter away
from the approaching lights of Boston
Metro and headed back toward Suburban, trying to make a choice from the
alternatives left open to him.
"Your father sent you to find me.
Whv?"
"Because he still wants you on the
Ark." She made a small sound of disapproval in the darkness. "Alec and I were
taking a night off from work, but Father
broke up our evening with an emergency
call to our theater. Father is afraid that
we'll have to advance the Ark's blastoff
date. Our plant is picketed now—the
Ark isn't safe there any longer, and
neither are we."
"Picketed?"
"Not by the Guild—by Solar Services
musclers. Solar has tried from the beginning to break up our stellar project.
They've intimidated our construction
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crews and made it hard to get materials,
and yesterday Orsham called for a Government injunction to restrain us. It will
probably go through now, since they've
bought out Chairman MacLeod of Stabilization."
She sighed and relaxed in the copter
seat. Her shoulder brushed Shannon's,
and she drew away automatically.
"They've reason to fight us, I suppose.
Solar is trying desperately to convince
Government, and through it the public,
that the Cubists are harmless; they want
them recognized as a responsible element
because an all-Cubist personnel would
mean the end of syndicate labor troubles. On the other hand my father
preaches that the Cubes are a menace
already too strong to be fought, and advertises his stellar colonization project
as the only escape from the Change they
are bringing. The people listen to him;
his opposition has done more to damage
Solar's campaign than the Guild has,
and Orsham knows it."
"It's a familiar pattern," Shannon
said. "If a syndicate can't win with its
political and financial weight, it's as
ready as the Guilds are to use violence.
I've seen it happen before, but I never
expected to be caught in it."
The girl touched his arm, her eyes following the serpentine tangle of lighted
streets below. "There's the plant. Drop
lower and to the right, or you'll over' shoot it."
Shannon laughed shortly. "I'm not
heading for your plant, Ruth—I'm going
to Ohio Peace Center after Ellen."

w,

VIII

HEN she stiffened indignantly he
added, "I'll drop you at a shuttle terminal somewhere. I can't afford the
time it would take to convince your father that I won't join his project."
She stifled her resentment with an obvious effort. "But I must get back!
Please, Shannon—Solar is up to something, or they wouldn't have our plant
under surveillance. I've got to get back

to my father before something happens."
"And to Alec Blair," Shannon said,
and regretted the words instantly.
"Alec and I expect to be married once
we've got the Ark under way," she said.
He felt her eyes on him in the gloom of
the copter cabin, weighing him speculatively. "Why shouldn't I want to be with
Alec when trouble comes?"
Shannon shrugged. "I'll get you down
at your plant in exchange for an equal
favor. Is the Ark armed ?"
"We've a store of small arms, of
course. Why ?"
"If Conniston sends men to Peace Center for Ellen they'll arrive ahead of me,"
Shannon said. "That means that I can
expect trouble. I'll need a dart-gun or an
exploder. Preferably a dart-gun, since
it's smaller."
She looked at him searchingly, her
eyes puzzled. "You're a strange man,
Shannon. You can't bear the thought of
being beaten, can you?"
"Your father asked me to join his staff
for that reason," Shannon pointed out.
"It's a basic law of survival that I never
guessed at until I cracked up on lo; if an
inanimate thing blocks you, break it—if
it's alive, kill it. The lava-lions on lo
taught me how effective it is."
She was silent for a time, her face
turned toward the lights slipping past
below.
•
"All right," she said presently. "I'll
get a weapon for you if you'll take me
home. It's nothing to me' if you murder
Conniston's musclers, or if they murder
you."
He banked the copter and sent it down
at a steep slant toward the dark huddle
of shop buildings, aiming for the faint
sheen of light reflected from the Ark's
polished coppery hull. They were almost
above the barbed metal fence guarding
the plant grounds when the area lit up
suddenly with a great harsh flare of sodium floodlamps.
Shannon, half blinded, fought the controls, yanking the copter back into concealmg darkness. Below them he had a
glimpse of tiny figures running from the
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shop buildings, converging frantically
toward the towering bulk of the Ark.
Lights came on inside the ship; more
tiny figurfs leaned from open ports,
helping the running men to clamber
inside.
Other hui'rying shadows came out of
the night beyond the barbed fence, gathering in a tight knot before the gate.
Two of them carried something heavj^
between them; from it a swift, thin
streak of violet fire arced up, passed
close by the Ark and exploded with a
searing white flash against a shop building.
The building vanished, raining a fiery
hail of molten debris. One of the running figures staggered and fell within
its own length of the ship. The soar and
rush of air from the blast reached the
copter, throwing it high on a thunderous
shock-wave of concussion.
Shannon righted the machine in time
to see the wounded man drawn inside
by his fellows. The ports snapped shut.
The whole polished length of the Ark
glowed a sudden, sullen red. . . .
It went up swiftly, like a fiery arrow
fired against the night. Under its reac-'
tion thrust tlie shop buildings below it
ballooned outward and
crumpled,
• crushed like cardboard houses under a
giant's heel. A howling wind swept the
shop area, "gathering dust and debris,
tumbling the men outside the fence like
twigs.
Far up at the limit of vision the speeding red dot of the ship turned a brilliant
electric blue. . .and vanished.
"The light-drive," Ruth Nugent said
in a choked voice. "They got away—no
one will ever be able to overtake them
now!"
. A helicopter streaked out of the darkness, circled the broken buildings and
settled to disgorge armed, running men.
Another followed it, swinging wide before landing.
Shannon turned his own copter at full
throttle, driving low to avoid being silhouetted against the sky, and streaked
ligrhtless into the night.

OOSTON Metro drew beneath them, a
^
sprawling chromatic disk of light
against - the dark countryside, and its
nearness posed again the need for decision. Shannon let the copter hover, suspended on the faint sighing of spinning
blades overhead.
"We're back where we started," he
said. "You've missed your ship by minutes. I'm no nearer to Peace Center and
Ellen than I was."
She sat quietly, considering. "I don't
know what to do. . .Father will send for
me when it's safe, if he can find me—but
I can't go back to the shops or stay openly in either Metro or Suburban. Solar
Services is too powerful an enemy to ignore."
Shannon pondered the courses open to
him. and found none satisfacotry He
could not aff"ord to be burdened further
by Paith Nugent: he had already pulled
her out of one ugly situation that was
not of his own making, and he felt he
owed her nothing. He had to get to Ohio
Peace Center quir-kly before Conniston's
musclers found Ellen; and, once there,
having this girl to look out for would
complicate his task impossibly.
Or would it?
He considered the difliculties ahead,
the ordinarily innocuous little encounters made dangerous by his unfamiliarity with the new changes. He had been
on Earth only two days; how much was
there that he did not know yet, but
which Ruth Nugent would know as a
matter of course?
"You said your father would send for
you later," he said. "That means that
the Ark is still inside the solar system,
within reach of Earth. But where?"
"At our base on—" She broke off and
looked at him sharply, weighing her answer. "You may as well know, since
we're in this together," she said finally.
"Father and Alec agreed long ago to
take the Ark to lo in case of emergency.
The rest of our staff are waiting there
with the supplies we've stockpiled for
the stellar flight."
He stared at her incredulously. "lo?
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own ignorance of the new order and
found her offer tempting. "I don't know
. . .having you to look after would offset
the advantage of being armed, even if
you really could find a dart-gun for me."
She laughed suddenly, the first real
amusement he had seen in her. "We've
each an enemy to hide from, Shannon,
and secrecy means as much to you as to
me. Suppose I threatened to warn Conniston about your going to Peace Center
if you leave me behind ?"
He stared a t h e r . "You'd do that?"
She could not resist prodding him.
"Remember your Ionian law of survival. Shannon! Why shouldn't it work
as well for me as for you?"
He laughed in turn, his resentment
vanishing. "There's always that. But
what's to prevent my dumping you out
of the copter here and now, to keep you
quiet?"
"I wondered if you'd think of that.
But you won't do it."
He sobered. "Of course not. I'm no
E REALIZED then the predicament murderer."
into which his headlong impatience
"And I'm no informer."
had led him, and cursed himself for his
"It's a bargain, then. Find a gun for
heedlessness.
me, and I'll keep you out of Solar's way."
"I can't go to them. I took the copter
He puzzled briefly over her certainty
without permission when I called the of him while he dropped the copter on a
Keyne house and found Ellen gone—and long slant toward the city below. He
I don't know the way back. T don't even could—and would—destroy anything
know Gil's radophone code. He's work- else that blocked his way to Ellen, but he
ing under cover with his staff, search- knew without examining his reasons
ing for a way to fight the Cubes, and that he would not have harmed this girl.
they're on an unlisted circuit."
He disagreed violently with the defeatHe did not remain uncertain for long. ism that allowed her to give up human"It doesn't matter. I can't waste time ity as a lost cause and felt himself oblooking for Gil. I'm going on to Peace scurely affronted by her assurance, but
Center."
these were side issues and did not bear
"Unarmed, against Conniston's mus- on his temporary acceptance of her as a
companion.
clers?"
He was surprised to find, when he conHe had already dismissed his lack of
a weapon as irremediable. "I'll worry sidered the new uncertainties ahead,
about that later. The problem just now that it was really comforting to have her
there beside him in the shadowed copter
is what to do with you."
"That's no problem," she said. "Since cabin, to know that he was no longer
I can't stay here, I'll have to go with you. alone. . . .
But I'll keep the bargain we made—a
"We can't use any of the regular
weapon in exchange for my passage."
Metro landings," Ruth said. "There's
He weighed her assurance against his probably a police warning out for us al-

You mean you've had a base there all
the time?"
Her assent recalled the sudden interest Dace Nugent had shown when Shannon spoke of his two years of shipwreck
on the Jovian moon. Shannon had never circled the satellite, pmall as it was,
partly because of the danger and partly
because he was reluctant to leave the
company of the Kyril. The realization
that other men had been on lo during
the greater part of his maroonment disconcerted him sharply.
"My God, I needn't have lost those two
years at all," he said. The irony of it
shook him impotently. "I could have
worked my way around to your side and
got back to Earth almost at once. . .before Ellen gave me up for lost."
She answered him indirectly, out of
her own concerns. "You must have found
someone here to help you, else you
wouldn't have been able to get a copter
tonight. Why can't we go to them?"
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ready. Head for the docks—^they won't
expect us there, and it's near enough to
Ansel's place."
He turned the copter and swung it
into the first darting fringe of aerial
metropolitan traffic. Commercial craft
droned by, using the higher lanes for
speed; a Suburban shuttle lanced past in
the darkness with a giddy blurring of
lighted windows, red pro.ximity lamps
blinking warningly from its wingtips.
Shannon switched on the copter's riding
lights, realizing that a darkened machine would be more conspicuous in the
flow of traffic than a lighted one, and
chose a descending lane.
The restless dark mirror of the bay
rose under him, pinpointed with a glitter
of bobbing lights. "This is Guild territory," Shannon said. "A pretty rough
neighborhood after dark. . . Who is this
Ansel?"
"A contrabander," Ruth answei-ed.
"Solar Services spiked our application
to buy Government arms for the Ark. so
we went underground for them. Government restrictions haven't stopped contrabanding; they've only driven it deeper out of sight, as always."
They circled the wharves twice, looking for a quiet landing away from the
termitic bustle of loading and unloading
that swarmed the piers.
TIELOW them great rusty tankers
-'-' nosed at moorings, shining greasily
in the floodlight glare while they discharged their cargoes of oil through a
serpentine maze of piping that snaked
through the confusion. Cranes swung
loads of barrels and bales; men and machines scurried endlessly, like ants fleeing a violated nest. Tiny patrol boats
skittered like water beetles from ship to
ship, searchlights stabbing officious fingers into the business of each undertaking.
At the personnel piers men going off
shift poured up from shuttling smallboats, hurrying from the frenzied rush
of work to the equally frantic entertainmen that waited for them on the waterfront streets. Shannon saw no Cubists

among them, and marked their absence.
"There are millions of Cubist seamen," Ruth said, "but they never come
ashore because their employers—owners, really—keep them on ship to protect them against footpads and drunken
musclers. The poor things would be as
helpless as children in a neighborhood
like this."
They found a pier deserted because of
interrupted repair work and set down
the copter in the darlcer shadow of a
lowering warehouse. With the opening
of the port the damp, fishy smell of the
bay closed in on them, reinforced by the
stink of spilled oil and exhaust fumes
and rotting refuse from the fruit boats.
An empty ore barge rode at anchor
below their pier, turbines quiet while it
waited for a return cargo. Its,£rew clustered about a foaming trough on its
deck, their half-naked bodies glistening
under the harbor lights, busy at washing
their clothing. They sang while they
worked, a calm slow harmony that contrasted sharply with the armed alertness
of the guards who watched from lookout
posts.
"Cubists," Ruth said. Her voice shook
a little, and it came to Shannon with a
shock that something about the singing
men made her afraid as he had not seen
her afraid even in the Keyne house.
"They're content wherever they are, like
cattle—and there are more of them
every day, more than anyone realizes.
We'll all be like that some day. Shannon,
unless we get away from thp Cubes."
They got out of the copter and turned
to the alley mouth that led upward to the
waterfront streets.
"We'll find a way to stop them," Shannon said. "And we won't have to give up
Earth to do it."
IX
HEY went through the alley in
darkness, conscious of each other only as
heavier shadows in a confusion of shadows. Now and then a random wash of reflected light from searchbeams sweeping
the feay glowed behind them, lighting
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their way palely until the concrete canyons of warehouse walls absorbed it.
For the brief moment it lasted, they
could see the broken pavement underfoot and avoid the stinking miscellany of
garbage that littered it; when the glow
was gone the darkness rushed back
thicker than before, forcing Shannon to
draw a hand along the cold face of the
building to keep his way.
Once Ruth cried out sharply and stumbled against him. Shannon caught her
and drew her with him against the wall,
holding her quiet until the trembling had
gone out of her body.
"Something on the ground," she said
faintly. "I stepped on it and it—moved."
They waited, drawing shallow reluctant breaths, until the gray wash of harbor light touched the alley again. A
shadow stirred from the pavement and
lurched away into darkness; a dock
worker, sodden and filthy, drunk or
drugged or hurt, making his way aimlessly on hands and knees back toward
the wharfage.
"If all men were like that," Shannon
said, "I'd be willing to let the Cubes have
us. But we're not. We'll grow up some
day, and leave that sort of beastliness
behind."
The girl made a small sound of disgust in the darkness.
"We're not growing up from that,"
she said. "We're sliding down toward
it. . .there's no way of dragging a whole
species up by the scruff of the neck with
laws and restrictions. That's why the
masses are turning to the Cubes, because
the Change offers their only escape from
this sort of thing. Our only hope of stayi n g free of it is to take the best we can
get and start over again out there among
the stars, leaving the rest behind."
Shannon straightened, irritated by
her conviction. "Utopia can wait. We
came here to get a weapon, remember?"
They moved on through darkness. The
farther end of the alley lightened slowly, and with the return of sight Ruth's
assurance came back.
"To the right here," she said when

-:l
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their alley intersected a wider street.
"Ansel's shop is only a little way from
the docks, otherwise I'd never have
dared come here to begin with."
Two blocks to the right brought them
to a dingy pledge-shop that huddled,
dimly lighted and deserted, beside a
brawling casino. They went in hurriedly
to avoid the drunken crowd that milled
in and out of the pleasure house, and
stood blinking in the musty silenpe of
the shop until their eyes adjusted to the
gloom.
Dusty glass cases ranked the floor and
tiered the walls, displaying an improbable miscellany of pledged valuables:
gold-handled knives, wrist chronos, kits
of precision tools, wigs and ornaments,
delicate silver jewelry and- soft-glazed
pottery looted from the ruins of Martian
cities by rocket crews and pawned here
for the price of a drink. Shannon was
looking through the display, fascinated
by its variety, when Ruth's hand on his
arm brought him alert.
"Let me do the bargaining," she
warned. To the man who came toward
them from the back of the room she said,
"You'll remember me, Ansel—my father
and I bought a consignment of small
arms from you a few weeks ago. We've
taken on a new recruit since then, and
need one dart-gun more."
A NSEL was a heavy man, middle-aged
• ^ and a little bald, with a square sullen face and pale eyes that considefed
the girl with sly interest. "I wouldn't be
likely to forget one like you."
He laughed soundlessly at his own
subterranean wit and jerked his head
toward the back of the shop. "Come
with me. For a price I'll get you any
kind of weapon you want."
They followed him through a surprisingly thick doorway into a smaller room
full of light and smoke and the stale
stink of alcohol. The place was empty
except for a man and a woman who sat
at a bare, round table, the man small and
expensively dressed, his sharp face
stamped with predatory intelligence, the
woman young and hard with a practised.
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metallic brittleness. Both were intent
upon their own private diversion, their
laughter bursting harshly on the air like
the discordant barking of dogs.
Upon the table between them the object of their amusement wavered unsteadily on tiny splayed feet, its ten-inch
yellow body bloated already with the beginning of Terrestrial decay, a glass
clutched in one three-fingered hand and
a smoldering cigar butt in the other.
Shannon recognized it instantly; a Titanian native, the only approximation to
Intelligent life men had found in the
solar system and a species so close to extinction that exportation from the Saturnian system had become a penal offense.
It bobbed its acorn head at Shannon,.
its snouted face hideous with moronic
exhi'irp.tion. "More men," it gobbled.
"/ r-w men too, see?"
T'he woman laughed shrilly. The man
poured whiskey into the creature's glass.
"Then drink like men. Get drunk!"
It drank. It staggered on aimless feet,
drooling and scorching itself with the
cigar, its idiot ego wholly engrossed in
its business of aping humanity.
Shannon felt Ruth Nugent's fingers
digging into his arm, warning him. He
, shook her off and turned to see Ansel
grinning at him, enjoying his reaction.
"It won't live a week," Shannon said.
"Why don't you stop them?"
Ansel shrugged. "It's their pet."
He moved across the room to a desk
that held an untidy heap of papers and a
radophone unit. The radophone screen
lighted at his touch; when Shannon came
toward him Ansel raised a hand in signal to the man at the table.
"Hold him, Chiro," he said. "This is
Shannon, the man Guild Headquarters
listed for pickup. Conniston wants him."
The man at the table took a dart-gun
from a jacket pocket and turned it on
Shannon. Neither he nor the woman
spoke. In the sudden silence Shannon
heard the little Titanian stumbling
drunkenly, jabbering memorized obscenities.

The calling code faded on the screen.
Conniston's face replaced it, scowling,
the inevitable cigar clamped in his
mouth. The scowl froze at sight of Shannon.
"I don't want you any more. Shannon," Connistan said instantly. "I want
Lucas. Where is he?"
Shannon shook his head. "I couldn't
tell you if I wanted to. I don't know."
Conniston studied him warily, and
even on the flat monochrome of the radophone screen the tension that drove the
man was plain. The bloodshot weariness
of the Guild leader's eyes told Shannon
the answer—Conniston had not slept recently, which meant that he was facing
an emergency too great for temporizing.
Conniston tried again.
"I made a mistake when I threw Lucas
out," he said. "I need him, Shannon, so
badly that I may lose this fight against
the Cubes without him. Where is he?"
"I don't know," Shannon said.
Ansel took a step forward. "Let us
handle him. Mr. Conniston. Chiro and
I—"
Conniston silenced him with an impatient gesture. "Hold him there until I
send for him. And be careful—he's not
important nor intelligent, but he is dangerous."

"DEHIND them the little Titanian gig•*-' gled senselessly; there was a sudden
scraping of chairs, and the woman
screamed. Shannon turned to see her
dabbing with her handkerchief at her
coat, which the creature had just fouled.
Chiro cursed shrilly and struck the Titanian with his gun, smashing it into a
corner where it lay whimpering and
retching.
Shannon went in instantly, too fast
for Ansel's startled bellow to mend the
break. Chiro's arm was thin and ridiculously frail in his grip; he picked the
dart-gun from the man's hand and flung
him after the Titanian, and turned back
to Ansel with the same movement.
Ansel had a dart-gun half out of his
jacket pocket, his pale eyes starting in
his effort at haste. Shannon shot him bePRODUCED BY UNZ.ORG
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fore the weapon was clear; the dull concussion of the explosion shook the room
like the dropping of a heavy weight.
In his corner Chiro lay without moving. The woman backed against the
wall, her face pallid under its cosmetic
smear; Shannon considered her coldly,
and the indecision in his eyes made her
terror a strain too great to bear. She
fainted, wilting downward in an angular, graceless huddle.
Shannon went toward her, ignoring
Ruth Nugent's frozen cry: "Shannon—
Paul, please!"
He stepped across the unconscious
woman to the comer where the Titanian
lay moaning with the agony of its broken back. Its discolored eyes looked up
at him piteously.
"Men," it croaked. "See, I am
men. . . ."
"I wish to God I were not," Shannon
said, and stopped its whimpering with
the dart-gun.
Ruth's voice brought him back to the
moment at hand. The radophone screen
was blank; a rumble of voices from the
street and the sound of the pledge-shop's
door being thrown open told him that
Conniston iiad used his time to good advantage.
"The back way," Ruth was saying.
"There's an alley there, if they haven't
blocked it already . . . "
They went out into a darkness loud
with the clamor of men still pouring
from the casino next door. This time
they did not feel their way; they ran
blindly into the night with a single
thought between them—to get back to
their copter on the docks.
The alley took them into another
street, a wider way that led at right angles to the one on which the pledge-shop
fronted. They followed it for a block at
top speed before the sounds of pursuit
reached them, and took another alley to
the left when the glare of hand torches
stabbed the night behind them.
They emerged from the alley upon the
waterfront with the harbor smell heavy
--. in the air, and at the end of the first
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block they picked out ther landing pier
by the sound of Cubist voices from the
ore barge, singing the same slow song.
The copter stood where they had left
it, a deeper shadow in the lee of the
warehouse. They crouched beside it,
looking sharply for a trap, and Ruth Nugent spoke for the first time since leaving the pledge-shop.
"You'd have killed the other two if I
hadn't stopped you," she said. The scorn
in her voice cut like a whiplash. "Shannon, you're a beast."
He crouched in the darkness, panting,
feeling her contempt piled upon his own
futility like an intolerable last straw.
"I wouldn't," he said. "But I should
have. They were no more human than
the Titanian."

CHANNON put a hand to the ware^ house wall, bracing himself against
the reaction that swept him suddenly in
a growing wave of nausea. The girl stood
quietly, an aloof shadow in the darkness, her silence accusing him.
"Stand back," he said thickly, giving
up the struggle. "I'm going—to be—
sick."
There was a cataclysmic moment of
giddiness when he stumbled and did not
try to stop his falling because it made
no difference whether he stood or fell, or
got up again.
The world steadied again to the improbable realization that Ruth Nugent's
arms held him strongly, lifting him up
from the cold pavement. Her breath was
coming in short suppressed sobs; holding him so, the perfume she had used on
her hair came to him faintly, a fragrance heady and unfamiliar, and the
weight of her breasts pressed firm and
heavy against his face.
"I'm sorry, Paul," she said. "I didn't
know—oh, it doesn't matter! Can you
stand now?"
He stirred, gaining strength from her
strength. He even laughed a little without knowing why. "It seems I was
wrong," he said. "I do need help, after
all."
In the helicopter it was Ruth who
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took the controls. Shannon slumped in them on the horizon, and considered how
the seat, s u r r e n d e r i n g to a lassitude t h a t he should a n s w e r her while he fished
drained him of all purpose. T h e r e was about with the copter's communicator
for the city's identity. The microwave
no need to push himself further. . . .
The reason for his weakness struck beam from an unseen s t r a t o p o r t came in
him so forcibly that he laughed outright. strongly, its mechanical voice placing
"I've been too busy to eat," he said. their location with monotonous preci"The last meal I had was in Colorado, sion : "Albany, New York. W e a t h e r fair,
the night I came back from lo. I'm visibility unlimited to Syracuse, Scranton, Reading. . .low-ceiling ran past
•starved."
He felt the startled t u r n of her head Rochester. P i t t s b u r g h , Washington. The
toward him. "Colorado? But the visi- time is 2319. Albany. New York. . . ."
' H e shut off the robot voice and told
casts said vou landed outside Boston
Ruth Nugent everything that had hapMetro!"
"Nothing you h e a r is true in this pened to him from the moment he left
n i g h t m a r e , " Shannon said. He found a lo. The relief he felt in sharing his uncigarette and lighted it, passed it on to certainty was, oddly, as satisfying as it
Ruth and tapped another for himself. was unexpected.
"You've been involved in it long enough
to know that. It's a darker and more
X
complex thing than anyone realizes. . .
Gil Lucas thinks t h a t the motive force
H E Y were passing Youngstown to
behind the Cubes is too big and too alien the south and wei-e well into the rain
in concept for us to grasp. Gil has an the Albany microbeam had promised by
idea about it, but he won't talk—it's a the time he had finished. Ruth had given
t h i n g so wild, he says, t h a t even a tele- the copter controls over to the auto-pilot
show h o r r o r p r o g r a m w^ouldn't touch it. and sat half facing Shannon, her eyes
I'm beginning to agree with him."
wide and dark in the faint wash of light
She pressed her question, refusing to from the instrument panel.
be diverted. "We've given up t r y i n g to
"But it's so confusing," she said. "And
understand the Cubes, on the Ark. But so pomtless. And yet—"
w h a t have they to do with your landing
"Yet there's a pattern behind it,"
in Colorado instead of in Massachu- Shannon said. He yawned drowsily,
setts?"
lulled by the drone of rain against t h e
H e watched a city-glow slide past copter's hull. "A sort of alien blueprint
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that makes no sense to us because it
wasn't conceived by our kind of intelligence. And whatever it is that shaped
that plan is very, very sure of itself . . .
sometimes I'm tempted to believe that
Conniston is right, that the only way to
fight the Cubes is to bomb them out of
their Sanctuaries without considering
the lives lost. Then, when I think of the
greed and the rottenness in our high
places and of filthy degenerates like Ansel dragging the rest of humanity down
with them, I wonder if the Cubes aren't
right. And then I remember Ellen and I
know the whole thing is wrong, that
something must be done. I don't pretend
to know what—I can't think just now
past finding Ellen and getting her out of
Conniston's reach, if he hasn't got to
her already."
The abrupt coolness of Ruth's voice
might have warned a man more acute
than Shannon. "I'll be as happy as you
to get this over with. I'm anxious to get
back to the Ark and Father—and to
Alec."
The sudden return of stiffness between them left Shannon obscurely irritated.
"You should have stayed with him,"
he said. "Neither of us would be here
now if you and your father had stuck to
your own affairs and let mine alone."
In the silence that followed, an ironic
possibility passed through his mind; he
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voiced it, baiting her with deliberace
malice.
"Your father wanted me on the Ark
badly enough to offer me charge of the
colonization project over Alec's head.
Has it occurred to you that he might
need me enough to strike almost any sort
of bargain with me?"
She stared at him, puzzled. "I don't
know what you mean."
"If I joined his staff I'd be starting
out alone again. And two years of living
alone on lo convinced me that I wasn't
meant to be a bachelor,"
"My father considered thar when he
chose the Ark's crew," she said. "Three
fourths of the personnel are women—
you could find a wife or companion easily enough. That's the purpose of a colonizing party, to populate new wor-lds."
He laughed at the color that rushed
to her face when she understood belatedly what he was driving at.
"But suppose I held out for the privilege of choosing my own harem, and
picked you to head it? Would your urge
to preserve humanity balk at that?"
"I wouldn't do it," she said scornfully.
"I'd stay behind on Earth first!"
Shannon chuckled and settled himself
deeper into his corner. "You won't have
to do that. You can go ahead out to 61
Cygni, with or without Alec. I'm staying on Earth."
[Turn page]
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Her calmness irritated him; that he
She turfted her face to watch the rainstreaks that patterned the port glass, ig- should benefit from the risk she had run
noring him. Shannon, still chuckling, made him still angrier.
"Then you brought this for me . . .
fell asleep.
returning good for evil, is that it?
E AWOKE to an uneasy knowledge Well—"
that the copter was no longer in
He broke off, recalling the weakness
flight and that he was alone. The rain
that
had struck him down on the Metro
had stopped, and silence pressed in upon
docks
and the strength she had lent him
him like a physical weight.
to go on. She could have taken the copter
He climbed stiffly out of the machine, then and left him, as she could have-left
feeling for the dart-gun in his pocket, him now. Instantly contrite, he put out
and found himself standing ankle-deep a hand toward her involuntarily.
in wet grass. The sky was still dark ex"I'm sorry. You've been more than
cept for a fat white moon silvering the considerate about everything, and I—"
tops of a cloudbank lying low on the
"It doesn't matter," she said. She took
western horizon and for a lesser glow
the
hand he held out, as if the two of
that lay to the north. The smaller glow
them
were sealing a truce. "We've both
was very close; when his eyes had adbeen
under
a strain, you more than I."
justed, he estimated that the building or
The
words
meant nothing, but the unbuildings from which it came lay less
expected
contact
disturbed him inordithan a hundred yards away through the
nately.
He
felt
again,
as he had sensed it
trees.
like a revelation when she helped him
He was moving toward the light, hold- into the copter on the Metro dock, the
ing the dart-gun ready because he did soft strength and the warmth of her, and
not know where he was nor why, when a sudden confusion of purpose seized
Ruth Nugent came out of the darkness. him.
"I thought you had deserted me," he
"You'd better get at the sandwiches,"
said. He put away his weapon, his unshe
said. And, disconcertingly: "If
easiness giving way to quick relief.
you'll
let go my hand, 1 think I'd like one
"Where are we?"
myself after all."
"Between Fremont and Sandusky
Bar, near Ohio Peace Center," she said. TN THE first gray of dawn they took
"Don't show a light—the Center is sur- -•- the copter up again, and found at
rounded by Government troops. They once that they were nearer Peace Center
may have patrols out."
than they had thought. In the dark open
In the copter again, she placed a country below them sprawled a wide
paper-wrapped package on the seat be- crescent of lights, its twinkling cusps
tween them. "There's a sort of road- lying upon the southern horizon; when
house for surface travelers back there on they drew nearer, the crescent extended
the highway. I thought we'd better eat itself to a semi-circle and then to a full
ring that enclosed the shadowy Center.
before we go on to Peace Center."
He did not touch the package. "You
"The post lights of Government
went up there alone in the dark, know- troops," Ruth said. "They've been in
ing that you might be picked up? You bivouac here for days, expecting troumust have been pretty hungry!"
ble."
"As a matter of fact, I'm not." She
The size of the installation with its
set about unwrapping sandwiches, open- close-ranked barracks and stratofighter
ing a steaming plastobottle of coffee. "I fields dismayed Shannon. He had exhad dinner with Alec before Father sent pected a token guard, a minimum cordon
me to the Keyne house. A very good din- thrown up to satisfy the public that Govner, the sort I'm not likely to have again ernment was meeting its obligations.
soon."
But this—
52
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"They must be expecting trouble in
earnest," Shannon said. "There's all of
a full regiment down there, with stratofighters!"
"Solar Services has a long arm," Ruth
said. "They've forced Government to
put every Peace Center in the world under such a guard. They've too much at
stake in the Cubist movement now to let
the Guild break it up."
The Center rose out of the early fog
and the darkness, disturbing Shannon
further by its extent. He had not expected it to be small, accommodating as
it did the influx of Cubist neophytes
from all states east of the Mississippi,
but the actual size of the place was
startling.
A soft glow of street lighting inside
the city outlined the arrangement of it,
a concentric series of broad curving
streets lapping outward and intersecting
die-straight avenues that converged inward to a central building like spokes to
a hub. Shannon, estimating the capacity
of the Center with an engineer's eye,
assessed the probable population at two
hundred thousand.
"They're stronger than I guessr I," he
said. "No wonder Conniston was irantic
—with two Centers like this in the
States and at least one in every other
major country over the globe, it's only
a matter of time until the Guilds are
completely drained."
The dawn brightened with a burst of
red sunlight that touched the taller
buildings of the Center, glinting on glass
and metal and polished stone to set up
black angular shadows that threw the
underlying architectural pattern of the
city into exaggerated relief. A sense of
familiarity grew upon Shannon, and his
instant recognition of it roused an uneasy premonition that made the short
hair prickle on his neck.
He had seen that same inconsonant
motif in his dream, its odd archetonic
stylization peering through stone and
metal like the outlandish tracery of an
alien skeleton.
His disquiet mounted when his eyes
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followed the inevitable convergence of
avenues to the central structure at the
city's heart and found it a key to the
whole. . . .
A gigantic Cube!
TJFTHEN they had passed over the en™ circling bivouac area and were slanting down toward the city the first sign
of life appeared—another copter, dropping toward them out of the sunrise. It
was not a military machine; Shannon,
alert for the unexpected, guessed at once
that its pilot had been waiting through
the night outside the cordon to come into
the Center under cover of the rising sun.
"Wait," he said when Ruth touched
the controls to swing their copter off
course. "That's no military plane. We'll
have a look before we run."
It dipped beside them, its fog-wet port
sliding back. Gil Lucas looked out at
them, his round face taut and strained.
His sparse, neutral hair was more disordered than ever; sunlight glinted redly
on his thick glasses. His voice came
thinly, urgently.
Shannon pushed back his own port,
straining his ears to hear above the
whirring of copter blades. The thin
shouting came louder, but still broken by
distance and the rush of air: "Paul. . .
trap . . . turn back. . . . "
Shannon slammed the port and took
the controls from Ruth, swung the copter about to follow Gil's speeding machine.
They were too late. Pursuit ships rose
from the fields below like swift flights of
birds, circling to hem in both copters.
From them two sleek egg-shaped interceptor missiles darted out, jockeyed
briefly on robot jets and came down in
sharp, warning thrusts.
The ultimatum was too plain to miss.
"We'll have to go down," Shannon said.
He dropped the copter sharply, conscious of Gil's machine keeping pace
with his fall. Beside him Ruth sat quietly, her eyes on Shannon's face with an
odd blending of fear and pity. When the
copter touched earth she put a hesitant ~
hand on Shannon's arm.
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"Be careful," she begged. "Please,
Paul!"
Shannon stepped out without answering. The other copter settled beside him,
and Gil Lucas got out.
"Throw your gun back into the copter," Gil said. The command in his voice
sounded kt odd variance with his mild
round face and scholar's stoop. "You
can't fight this, Paul. Do you want Miss
Nugent killed, too?"
"No, I don't want that," Shannon said,
and found himself in a sudden cold terror at the sense of loss the thought
evoked. He tossed the dart-gun behind
him into the copter and looked at Ruth.
"I'm sorry I brought you into this. I
should have known I couldn't bull my
way through a thing as big as this."
She smiled at him fully for the first
time, and the fright went out of her eyes.
"It doesn't matter," she said. "We
haven't lost yet, Paul. We'll find a way
out somehow."
VERHEAD the robot missiles darted
O
back to their parent ships, the
stratofighters wheeled in formation and
returned to their fields. Armed men came
running from the bivouac, blue-uniformed legs twinkling in the early sunlight
Their cell was like the rest of the
camp, without comfort but serving efiiciently the function for which it was
designed. Two bunks, two chairs and a
table made up the furniture, all bolted
securely to the floor. The walls were of
flinty pressed-plastic, broken by a barred
window at one end of the room and a
barred door at the other. An armed
guard watched from the hallway beyond
the door, his eyes frankly curious.
"They won't keep us here for long,"
Gil Lucas said, "else they'd have separated us. I think we'll be taken before
the oflScer in charge of the post before
anything definite happens."
Shannon lit a cigarette and went to
the window, to stand frowning out over
a monotonous sweep of drill fields. In
the distance, the glass and stone of Peace
Center buildings gleamed under the sun.

"Government w i l l h a v e charges
enough to hold us as long as they
choose," he said. "Solar—and Conniston, too—^will know about our arrest by
now, and they'll throw their weight
against us. We haven't a chance to clear
ourselves, legally."
"You made it easy for them," Gil said.
He took off his glasses and polished them
absently with a handkerchief. "The civil
police have you on list for complicity in
Myra Keyne's death, for the killing of
that pledge-shop owner and for possession of an unauthorized weapon."
He grinned wryly when Shannon
turned on him. "Oh, I'm in the same
boat, Paul. Government has a pickup
order out for me as a subversive operating against the Cubes in defiance of official order. Conniston hired me and my
research team, but that's beside the point
—Conniston swings weight enough to
shrug off the charge. 1 don't."
"I'm sorry about your being pulled
into this, Gil," Shannon said. "Ho¥/ did
you know we'd corae here this morning?"
"I expected you last night," Gil said.
"When you left my laboratory you didn't
take time to dear the Keyne calling code
oft' the radophone, and that told me
where you'd gone. Then the visicasts
reported Myra Keyne's death and quoted
neighbors as saying that Ellen had been
sent to Ohio Peace Center. I knew you'd
go after her, not knowing how impossible it would be to slip through the military cordon Government has set up here.
I came out last night to warn you and
turn you back, but missed you when you
went to that waterfront pledge-shop
first."
Shannon turned wearily back to his
window. "I suppose I should have known
better, but I wasn't in the mood then for
logical thinking. I took it for granted
that Conniston would send men after
Ellen, and I had to reach her first if I
could."
"He doesn't want Ellen now," Gil said.
"She's of no value to him now—he wants
me back instead. Conniston knows now
what he should have understood months
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ago, that he's losing the fight. But he's
too stubborn to give up, and he can't lose
anything more by making an all-out last
stand. He'll use force now, Paul. All the
force he can muster, which is plenty."
XI
J ^ H A N N O N , looking out across the
drill fields toward Peace Center, saw
movement there for the first time—a
growing queue of Cubists entering the
city, a lengthening gray column that
stretched back to the encircling bivouac
and beyond.
He followed the column to Its source
and saw a spreading blot of machines
outside the military cordon, surface cars
and copters and private planes that settled and disgorged gray figures by the
hundred to join the stream.
"Something big is going on out there,"
Shannon said. Excitement rose in him,
supplanting concern. "Cubists are coming into the Center by hundreds—look,
there's an intercity shuttle, loaded to the
roof. And stragglers on foot, coming
from everywhere across the fields. . . . "
Gil came to the window beside him,
standing on tiptoe to peer through the
bars.
"I think this is the beginning of the
end," he said. "Conniston is launching
that last-ditch offensive of his, and the
Cubists are gathering at their Peace
Centers to put themselves under Government protection. They wouldn't try
to evade individual persecution, but this
is a basic threat to their existence.
There's going to be trouble such as you
never dreamed of, Paul—mankind has
survived a million plagues and three
atomic wars, but it won't survive this.
Only the Cubists will be left."
Shannon stared at him, shaken by his
friend's certainty.
"Everybodv will fight except the Cubists," Gil said. "The Guild will try to
destroy the Cubes, Peace Centers, Sanctuaries and all. Solar Services and the
other syndicates will try to stop them.
Government will throw its weight into
the fi^t. There won't be any neutrals
'«4;'?TS:$^'^''fi;:fi.-fii
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in this; everybody will be involved.
Ruth came to stand between them,
watching the patient gray tide entering
the city. "But they're so gentle and
deliberate, so calm about it all! It doesn't
seem possible that they should win, GiL"
"Divide and conquer," Gil said. "The
rank and file of humanity never want to
fight. They don't like dying. When the
confusion grows bad enough, with every
man against his neighbor, they'll turn
Cubists to get out of it. It's a perfect
solution to the little people's problem,
with Peace Centers already set up to
shelter them, don't you see? And when
the dust clears away, there'll be nothing
left but Cubists."
Shannon felt Ruth's hand on his arm
and looked down to meet her troubled
eyes. They turned to Gil uncertainly,
disturbed by the picture he laid before
them.
"How can you be so sure?" Shannon
asked. "How do you know all this, GiU?"
"You'll understand it too, in due time,"
Gil said. "But for now—"
• He was interrupted by the arrival of
a four-man guard detail, headed by a
blond young captain with a clipped mustache and an air of icy efficiency.
"Colonel Tichnor will see you for disposition now," the captain said curtly.
"Come with me."
'T'HEY went to post headquarters
-'- through an orderly confusion of military activity. Work details passed them,
laden with tools; turbotractors whined
by, dragging loaded caissons. On the
drill fields soldiers marched and swung
and pivoted, their blue uniforms gleaming through the dust of their marching.
To Shannon the scene was suddenly as
unreal as a dream, without depth or
meaning. The men moved like puppets,
purposeless as the machines they handled, showing nowhere a suggestion of •
understanding nor a hint of awareness.
of their own destinies. He saw in a brief
flash of unsuspected insight the disorganization that existed among mankind,
as it had always existed, the ultimate
confusion that barred each man from his
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neighbor and shattered his society into "And what about the other two ?"
a perpetual chaos of personal isolations
Clayton shrugged. "We need the girl
and petty futilities. / couldn't he far- to negotiate an understanding with her
ther from them, Shannon thought, if I father. The others are of no consequence,
were still on lo.
so long as we are rid of them."
- Across the drill fields the slow gray
He looked at Shannon for the first
flood of Cubists presented the perfect time, vindictively. "You should have
antithesis to human confusion; in its tide stuck with Solar, Shannon. There's lithe sensed a deliberate harmony that tle profit in fighting us."
could exist forever, without uncertainty
"Don't worry about their giving you
and without belligerence.
further trouble," the colonel said. "I see
And he hated it.
no need of putting Government to the
He despised their regimented Cubist expense of bringing them-to trial."
He raised a finger toward his blond
serenity with a sudden sick loathing that
made him turn his head from Peace Cen- guard captain. "Arrange for an escort
ter and accept with relief the cold sever- to take the girl to Boston Metro. Exeity of the headquarters building into cute these two."
The captain snapped to attention.
which the mustached young captain led
them. Shannon felt Ruth's shoulder "Detail—"
pressing against his when they entered,
"Wait," someone said from the doorand sensed that she was desperately way. "It's too late for that, Clayton.
afraid of what was about to happen. He The plan has changed."
sympathized with her fear without sharing it; his own depression, paradoxical- CEEING the two of them standing
^ shoulder to shoulder in the doorway
ly, denied anxiety.
was, to Shannon, like a completion of the
The colonel waited for them behind a cycle of unreality that had begun three
desert expanse of bare, functional desk, endless days ago. They were the same
a squat gray man with cold intolerant two that had put him on the stratoplane
eyes in a fat-creased face, his body gross in Denver, and who had promised that
and heavy in its overtailored blue uni- in due time he would know everything.
form. Years of command had given him
They ignored him now as if he did not
a dignity and an arrogant presence that exist.
reflected itself in the frozen respect of
"The plan has changed," one of them
his subordinates; but to Shannon's said again. "We are here to take charge
dreary perception he was only another
insignificant atom of deluded ego, im- of the prisoners—by personal order of
potently stranded on the islet of its own President Orsham."
The colonel looked questioningly at
identity.
Clayton. Clayton scowled uncertainly.
A civilian rose from a chair beside the
"I remember you as members of Orcolonel's desk. It did not surprise Shan- sham's stafl"," he said. "But I don't know
non to see that it was Clayton, the Solar about this . . . you've a written order to
Services personnel manager who had support your claim ?"
paid and discharged him in Boston
"There was no time for a wi'itten
Metro.
order," the man said. "There is no time
"These are the three," Clayton said. now for argument. Please don't delay
"You'll find Solar Services ready to us."
prove its gratitude for your cooperation.
Suspicion flared in Clayton's eyes. "I
Colonel. Will you provide a suitable don't believe it. Colonel, will you order
escort to return the girl to Boston your guard to hold these men until I
Metro?"
radophone Solar Services? I think
The colonel drummed fat fingers on they're—" .
his desk, austerely pleased with himself.
"You think we're agents from ConnisPRODUCED BY UNZ.ORG
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ton's Guild," the man said. "But we are^ sonal deliberation. In his hands he carnot armed. Has it occurred to you that ried a little black box that held the anWe may be Servants of the Cubes ?"
swer to e v e r y t h i n g . . . .
They stared, confused by the concept
of militant pacifism which he advanced. A LITTLE black box that turned
To Shannon came a panoramic vision of • ^ Shannon back to the sweating fangray Cubists streaming across the world tasy of his dream, bringing back with it
toward their Peace Centers and Sanc- a chill of terror too great for the waking
tuaries, ^ach individual as like his neigh- mind to grasp. He moved backward inbor as termites in a hive. The analogy stinctively, taking Ruth with him, his
disturbed him by its inference; even eyes following the fat man with narrow
among termites with their generic unity fascination.
of volition there are specialized classes
The colonel stood up behind his desk,
designed and trained for their particular his gray face startled. The blond captain
purposes—and the same condition might fidgeted uneasily; the four guards nioved
apply also to the Cubists. Until now he closer together, like children touching
had seen only the placid and amiable each other for reassurance in the dark.
among them; but who directed them, and Clayton gaped palely.
how did the .directors look? Like ordi"You're no Solar operative," Clayton
nary men, able to mingle unsuspected said. "Nor a Guild agent, either, Who
with those who had been their neigh- are you?"
bors? Like these two men in the door"A Bearer," the fat man said, a n d '
way?
raised the box in his hands like one be"Arrest them," Clayton said. "They ginning a ritual. "With a Cube."
can't be Cubists—they haven't the look.
To Shannon and Ruth he said: "Turn
They're Guild spies."
your backs."
The blond captain touched the sideWhen they turned he opened the box.
arm at his belt and looked toward his
The Cube floated between his parted
colonel for confirmation. Behind him his hands, a coruscant block of soft greeo.
guard detail shifted warily, ready to act. light that warmed the room to its deep"Wait," the colonel said.
est corner, radiating a sense of peace
He frowned speculatively, and Shan- that was like the aura Shannon had felt
non, watching the play of t h o u ^ t across at the doors of Metro Sanctuary, but
his arrogant face, read clearly the subtly different and infinitely stronger.^
weighing of probabilities that went on in
There was a silence like death.
the other's mind. Solar Services had
To Shannon it seemed that he drifted
promised the colonel payment—^money, on a warm euphoric wind toward a plac9
promotion, a sinecure outside the mili- of indescribable content, a place of peace
tary—to turn over the fugitives to it, as desirable as a lake in a green vaUey
and he had no mind now to risk his re- to a man parched by desert heat. He
ward. If those latecomers represented a was only faintly conscious of Ruth belast-minute change in Orsham's plans— side him; her hand in his was like a
"A radophone call is soon made," the touch of air; a contact singularly pleascolonel said. "There is a unit in the ant because it meant that she was goia|;
cabinet behind you, Mr. Clayton."
with him toward that drowsy para-;
"No," the two men in the doorway dise. . . .
said together. They moved apart to let
They never reached it. Sight returned
a third man come between them into the first, and sound followed; the distant ..
room.
clank of tanks and caissons, the far soft
A fat man with sparse gray hair rhythm of marching men. Somewbra:^
carefully brushed and small pale eyes outside a bird sang, full-throated a i ^ ; ;
that considered the room with imper- blithe. Shannon shook himsdf ^SME
cljuil:-
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turned at the sound of footsteps leaving
the room.
%
The colonel still stood behind his desk,
but the grossness had gone out of him
and the arrogance in his eyes had-given
way to a serenity that radiated from him
like a tangible extension of his being.
The captain and his guard detail stood
tranquilly with Clayton, none of them
similar in face or in build but all as alike
as wax dolls poured from the same smiling mold.
Cubists.
The fat man had gone, and with him
one of the two who accompanied him.
The' other waited briefly to speak to
Shannon.
"We didn't lie to you in Denver," he
said. "When the time is right you'll
know. Everything."
Shannon would have followed, but Gil
Lucas caught his arm. "He's right, Paul.
You'll have to wait."
escape was so easy
AFTERWARD,
that it was hard to believe they had
ever been in danger.
The colonel went with them personally to their copter and stood smiling while
they entered it. The blond captain and
his guard waited placidly with him, their
weapons discarded and no faintest trace
of military stiffness left in them.
With one foot on the copter step Shannon hesitated and looked back at the
shining pile of Peace Center. Gray-clad
Cubists thronged the streets, tiny in the
distance, moving steadily toward the
center of the city; the haze of dust from
marching men on the drill fields obscured
lesser details, but for a moment it
seemed to Shannon that he could make
out every smiling face in the flowing
crowds. He recalled his dream, and felt
the same prickly touch of terror at the
thought that the throng moved in a set
pattern whose meaning was only half
hidden from him, and that if the dust of
marching men should settle he would
see each face familiar to him, tiny but
microscopically clear. . . .
"I came here to find a girl named Ellen

Keyne, my fiancee," he said. "She was
transferred to Peace Center yesterday
from Boston Suburban. Would it be possible to find her—in t h a t ? "
The colonel shook his head. "I'm
afraid not. Peace Centers keep no individual records, and in a press so great it
would be impossible to find a particular
person. And there will be more here—
by this same time tomorrow there will
be millions."
"I was afraid of that," Shannon said.
Still it took him a long moment to
grasp the finality of it. Ellen is there,
he thought, moving with the rest toward
the big Cube at the center of the city.
And I'm leaving her there, giving her up.
I've failed, after coming so close. . . .
He got into the copter and sat blindly
while Gil Lucas lifted the machine and
turned it eastward. Ruth put a hesitant
hand on Shannon's arm and he shook it
off with unconscious roughness, unaware of her or of her concern.
The strained' silence of the copter
cabin aroused him finally. He came out
of his passjve absorption to find Ruth
crying softly, without sound.
"What is it?" he demanded. "What's
the matter?"
When she did not answer he put a
hand under her chin and tilted her face
so that he could see. Her eyes, dark and
enormous, glistened with tears; her
mouth quivered, attempting defiance and
failing.
"I'm sorry," she said. "It's stupid of
me, I know, but all at once 1 couldn't
bear seeing you beaten. After all this—"
Shannon stared at her in amazement.
"Beaten? My God, you're sorry for me?"
He drew back, astonished and oddly
humbled before her. He groped for
words and found none, stopped in awkward silence.
"It's certainly not your fault," he said
finally. "I'd have lost long ago, but for
you."
XII

JUE

SAT considering the confusion
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they had left and the greater chaos in lieve it unless I showed you proof. I
the making, and found a negative reas- can't do that now. I've got to get us
surance in the fact that they were alive under cover first."
and free.
"We're going into hiding?" Ruth
"Perhaps I'm not beaten yet," he said. asked. "Why?"
"Maybe Conniston's offensive won't
"Either Solar Services or Conniston's
come. Maybe it will be beaten down if it Guild would be glad to turn you over to
does, and we—I can go on from there." Government police, even at a time like
Gil gave Ruth his handkerchief and this, or to dispose of you themselves.
looked, at Shannon in exasperation. Solar is as determined as Conniston to
"Paul, you fool, shut up. Let her alone, see this fight through, and just now they
have the advantage. They're overlookinse
will you?"
Shannon met his look thoughtfully. nothing. They're still trying to trace the
"All right, we'll talk about something Ark, even, and break up Dace Nugent's
else. A little truth from you, while we're stellar project."
on the subject, might explain some of
Mention of her father brought Ruth
the mumbo-jumbo I've been tangled in back to her own predicament. "I'd alsince the moment I came back to Earth." most forgotten! Father will be trying
He considered the list of discrepancies to find me, and they may be able to trace
that plagued him, and settled on the most him through the friends he turns to for
immediate, "It occurs to me that you help. I've got to get out to—"
Shannon cut her off sharply, wamknow a great deal more than you've admitted, Gil. That affair in the colonel's ingly. "Keep quiet—do you want to give
office, for instance—why did the Cube the Ark away? Doesn't it mean anything
have no effect on us, when it sent the to you that the Bearer warned ug in. the
others through the Change against their colonel's office to turn our backs before
will? Why did the fat man with the he opened his box, but didn't see fit to
warn Gil?"
Cube warn us to turn our backs?"
She put a hand to her mouth and
Gil shrugged helplessly. "Beraiuse you
didn't fit the pattern required by the looked at Gil in horror. He gave her his
Cubes. Remember what the Servant told wry, crooked grin, and she shrank back
you at the Metro Sanctuary? That you against Shannon, trembling.
"You think I'm a Cubist agent, like
are one of the wild ones, and not acceptable ? Someone has gone to a staggering the fat man with the box," Gil said. "I
amount of trouble to guide your move- don't blame you for being suspicious—
ments, Paul. Has it occurred to you that how can you be sure what I am ? How do
they may have the best of reasons, that you know, Paul, that Ruth here isn't a
you may be slated to play a part in this Cubist too?"
"I don't," Shannon said.
important enough to justify t h e i r
pains?"
He heard Ruth's gasp and felt her
His first talk with Gil in Conniston's draw away from him, and voiced anapartment came back to Shannon, and other possibility as disquieting, laying
with it a share of his old helplessness.
his corrosive uncertainty in the open.
"How can I tell what she is? I may
"You said once that you had guessed
what was behind the Cubes, but that the even be a Cubist myself, without knowidea was so wild even a telemovie fan- ing it."
tasy wouldn't touch it. You know definitely what it is now?"
npHERE was a silence while they sat
Gil nodded, his round face sober.
A and stared at one another in uneasy
"It's a tremendous thing, Paul. A speculation. "There you have it," Gil
bigger thing than I suspected, and so said presently. "None of us knows
fantastically simple that you'd never be- whether the others are Normals or CubPRODUCED BY UNZ.ORG
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ists, and there's no way of finding out government post so easily, did you ? The
now. We'll get nowhere accusing each fact that the officer-in-charge released
other—why don't we shelve the whole us doesn't change our status—the colonel
thing until we're safe again in my Metro and Clayton and the others are probably
headquarters?"
in Peace Center with the other Cubists
"I'd like to forget it," Shannon said. by now, and another officer will be in
"We've been friends a long time, so long command. He'll want to know what hapthat it's hard to remember when we pened to us, and it won't take long to
weren't. But I'm still waiting to hear find out."
the truth behind this thing, Gil."
He touched the proximity-indicator
"You won't wait until we reach scope used for night flying, and for the
Metro? You won't trust me even that first time Shannon saw that it was in
long?"
operation, its luminous green dial glowRuth spoke before Shannon found ing palely in the simlit brightness of the
words. "If there's a Cubist among us, cabin, A tiny pip gleamed at its western
edge, moving swiftly across its gridded
it shouldn't be hard to point him out."
She was still pale, but the shock had disk toward the central nub that marked
gone out of her eyes. When they turned the copter's position.
toward her she tilted her head defiantly.
"A stratofighter scout," Gil said.
"How?" Gil asked.
"They're searching for us already. We'll
"By elimination," she said. "I know have to get down out of reach of their
I'm no Cubist, and I know Shannon isn't, detectors."
because Cubists don't kill. Not even the
He set the copter down on a bank of
Bearers, apparently."
the river between sheltering trees and
Gil shrugged his round shoulders. cut the turbomotors. The breeze that
"The best defense is a good offense. Or came in when he opened the poi't had the
is this an example of feminine logic?"
cool fresh feel of approaching evening,
He looked soberly'at Shannon. "I can a smell of running water and of green
match that touching trust of Ruth's, I growing things.
think. Does this make you feel safer?"
"The Cubes," Shannon said. "Get to
He put a hand under his jacket and it, Gil- There's no knowing what may
brought out the dart-gun Shannon had happen before we get back to Metro, and
tossed back into the copter at Peace Cen- I've got to know about this. There's still
ter post. "You're in control again. Now Ellen, remember?"
relax, will you ?"
"I tell you it can't be explained offShannon weighed the weapon thought- hand," Gil said stubbornly. "Consider
fully in his hand. "I should be properly this—do either of you know anything
shamed, I suppose," he said. "But I'm about the human subconscious? How it
not. I'm still waiting."
manages our basic reactions independGil made a helpless sound and slanted ently of the conscious ego, or how it
the copter downward. A small river rose maintains systemic cell balance by horto meet them, placid water gleaming like mone action ?"
a dappled silver band between winding
The abrupt change of tack left them
rows of trees that screened it against floundering, at a loss.
the late afternoon sunlight.
"No one really understands that,"
"It's not a thing to be explained on the Shannon said. "It's passed over for lack
run," he said. "We're going to need our of facts, like the old mystery of collective
wits to get away at all. We're still fugi- intelHgence among termites, labeled as
tives, you know."
reflexive or instinctive for want of betHe grinned wryly when they looked at ter terms. But I'm not interested in
biology, Gil. I want the truth about the
him in surprise.
"You didn't expect to walk out of a Cubes."
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IL shrugged wearily. "I warned you
it wouldn't be simple. If you'll remember, I wouldn't discuss-my guesswork about the Cubes that night in Conniston's apartment because the concept
involved is not one easily accepted. It's
not that the reasoning is obscure, but
because the idea itself is too fantastic
for belief on one hand and too damaging
to the ego on another."
He checked the proximity scope,
searching for the speeding little pip of
the Government plane, and found it
gone.
"It'll come back," he said. "Or another one will. We'dbetter wait."
They sat in uncomfortable silence,
chafing under the strain of mutual distrust, until the stratofighter reappeared
on the scope. The sun had gone down
behind the trees by the time the racing
pip left the screen again, and the cool
gloom of evening moved across the river
and hid the glint of running water from
them.
Gil lifted the copter, lightless, and
turned it toward the northeast.^
"We're not far from Cleveland," he
said. "We'll be safer above the lakes,
where we can keep low without risking
our necks over uneven terrain."
"I wonder if we'll be safer in Boston
Metro than here," Ruth said. She looked
at Gil in the gloom of the copter cabin,
her eyes dark again with disquiet. "Paul,
if it turns out that he is a Cubist, after
all—"
Shannon cut her off impatiently. "The
Cubists don't want us, or they'd never
have let us go. They want something
from us, yes, else they wouldn't have
gone to the trouble of getting us out of
that Government post back there at
Peace Center—but we've nothing to
fear from them at the moment. We'll
have less when I learn what I want to
know."
"You'll learn when we're back in
Metro and I've time to go into it properly," Gil said. "But I'll tell you this
much now: you're right about having
nothing to fear from the Cubes them-
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selves. They're only insentient instruments."
After that he dropped the copter low
over Lake Erie, ignoring Shannon's angry insistence, and drove through the
growing darkness so close above the
water that they could hear the soft wash
of waves through the whine of turbomotors and the swish of blades overhead.
They got nothing further from him; he
balked all argument by the simple expedient of refusing to answer.
Shannon gave it up finally and relapsed into sullen silence, pondering the
little he had learned. After a time he
felt Ruth relax gently against him, and
was surprised to find that she had fallen
asleep.
They skirted the sky-glow of Rochester and dropped again to skim across
Lake Ontario, and with the resumption
of their montonous passage over water
drowsiness overtook Shannon as well.
At one moment he was listening
vaguely to the interminable hiss of copter blades and the soft splashing of water below; at the next, shaken from sleep
by an abrupt change in the copter's
course, he was flashing low above the
lighted expanse of a-city.
Gil turned a dim face toward him in
the darkness. "We'll be in my lab in a
few minutes more, if I can shake oflf the
police craft that just picked us up."
the two pursuing craft
ALTHOUGH
were not close, they hung on dogged-

ly, searchbeams stabbing the darkness
in a frantic effort to pick out their quarry in the crush of swift aerial traffic.
Shannon, watching them, knew how the
proximity scopes of the patrol copters
must look—spotted and streaked by the
flashing tracks of legitimate craft until
the task of following a single unlighted
machine through the confusion was like
pursuing a particular bee through an
angry swarm.
"They were waiting for us," Gil said.
"Probably every city of any size in the
country has been alerted, since we're
fugitives from Government. They chal-
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lenged us at Metro limits, and I can't
seem to shake them."
"You're tacking- too sharply," Shannon said. "We're in a fast through-lane,
and an erratic course gives us away. I
think they'll lose us if you straighten out
our flight-line."
A suburb;in shuttle overtook them on
the right, lirrhted windows checkering its
sleek cylindrical length. Gil opened the
copter to full throttle and drew alongside it. ignoring its warning flurry of red
proximity lamps. On the scopes of the
pursuing patrol craft the two moving
pips would have merged into one by their
nearness; in the press of traffic about
them it M?ould be impossible to determine
whether the fugitive pip detached itself
from its larger host or continued with it.
"There's the lab area," Gil said. "I'm
going to try for it. See if they spot us,
Paul."
They dropped steeply into the canyoned labyrinth of dark warehouses.
Shannon, craning his neck to look upward, saw the police ships flash past
overhead, still pursuing the speeding
shuttle.
"We're clear," he said. "Unless they
overtake the shuttle and backtrack to
search for us."
The jolt of landing awoke Ruth. She
sat up, yawning sleepily, and stifled the
yawn with a gasp when she caught the
familiar city-glow rising about them
against the sky,
"Boston Metro!" she said. "We're back
already?"
"It's 0400," Gil said. "You've been
asleep." To Shannon he said, "They'll
have to throw up a screening cordon and
search the whole area to find us now.
And I think they're going to be too busy
soon for that."
They got out of the copter and rolled
it under its concealing shed and went
down through the roof trap into the
building. Gil led the way down the dark
stairway; Shannon followed closely,
with Ruth holding a light hand on his
shoulder to keep her footing.
The great central shaft of the work-

room was lighted dimly by a single
floodlamp, empty except for the coppery
shapes of the two bullet-nosed ships that
had been built to use Nugent's lightdrive. One of these still lay in its scaffolding, electric cables trailing from its
interior; the other stood erect and ready,
its rounded nose aimed at the flimsy
sheet metal roof overhead. There was no
identifying Government serial number
stenciled on her side, but the floodlamp
glinted greenly back from the fluorescent painting of her name: Phoebe I.
There was no stir of movement. The
busy hum of voices was gone, the technicians vanished from their cluttered
benches. The workroom lay empty, a
place of waiting silence and black angular shadows.
"This isn't right," Gil said. "It isn't
right at all."
XIII
ISTURBED by the unusual silence,
Gil looked carefully into the deserted
room, concern growing in his round face
when the walls rattled his voice back at
him. "I left Max Goff in charge with
orders to keep the staff here under cover.
Something has gone wrong, or they'd be
here now."
The clang of a metal port swinging
open interrupted him. Sound racketed
about them, echoing in emptiness, bringing their attention back to the ship
standing erect irj the workroom shaft.
The stern entrance port stood open,
letting out a flood of white light from
the control room inside. Max Goff stood
in the opening, still wearing stained
laboratory whites, his red hair bristling
more wildly than ever. He was peering
in their direction against the floodlamp
glare, and he held a shock-rod in his
hand.
"Gil!" he called. He dropped down the
short personnel ladder and came toward
them, relief stamping his good-humored
face. "Thank God you got through. I
was afraid the police had cut you off."
"The police?" Gil repeated. "What
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happened. Max? Where are the-rest of
the staff?"
"I sent them away," Max said. "While
there was still time."
He shook himself, regaining composure with an obvious effort. "Conniston
has a crew of musclers and half the
Metro police force out searching for you.
Your escape from Ohio Peace Center
made the visineWs, and Conniston
promptly put out a,special bulletin offering a reward for you—alive. I think he's
still convinced that he can win with your
help, and he's determined to find you.
They're combing the city, searching all
buildings big enough to house the kind
of laboratory he knows you'd set up, and
they may come here at any minute."
"We'll have to run for it again, then,"
Gil said. His round shoulders slumped
wearily. "There's no safety anywhere as
long as Conniston thinks he can use us."
"Let's get out while we can," Max Goff
urged. He looked back toward the sleek
bulk of the Phoebe I, fidgeting with impatience. "I waited in the ship after the
others left, hoping you'd niake it here.
We can go the way I'd planned to go if
the police broke in before you came—
through the roof."
Gil nodded reluctantly. "We've no
other choice, if they find us . . . Conniston and Solar Services between them will
have bought out the police completely by
now, bucking each other, and neither
side will give us up if we're caught. We'd
never stand trial."
He turned toward the corridor leading
to his office.
"Get Paul and Miss Nugent aboard
the Phoebe, Max. I'll be with you as
soon as I pick up some records."
He disappeared into the darkened corridor, and Max Goff turned eagerly toward the waiting ship. Shannon put a
detaining hand on his arm, holding him
back.
"You must keep a complete medical
stock here," Shannon said. "Can you give
Miss Nugent a stimulant of some sort?
She's had a pretty rough time."
Goff hesitated. "Of course, but I
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haven't had time to move it aboard the
ship. Come with me."
They went with him into another corridor parallel to the one Gil had taken.
Ruth followed Shannon's lead without
question, but he caught her puzzled look
and squeezed her arm warningly. In a
spotless first-aid room. Max Goff opened
a white metal cabinet and ran a finger
over the neat rows of bottles.
"Let it go," Shannon said. He took
the dart-gun out of his pocket and turned
it on Goff; something in his voice warned
the red-haired technician and he turned
quickly, reaching for the shock-rod in his
belt.
"Careful," Shannon warned. "Put it
on the table and stand back."
Goff stared at him, weighing the resolution in Shannon's face before he took
the shock-rod gingerly from his belt
and placed it on porcelain table under
the cabinet.
Shannon took it up and beamed him
down.
"He's only unconscious," he said
when Ruth cried out. "Can't you see
that this escape talk is only another
trick to get us out of the way, to keep
us quiet?"
He searched the medicine cabinet and
took odt a flat plastic case. Opened, it
displayed a gleaming hypodermic needle and a neat row of minute ampules
filled with a pale amber liquid.
"Hypnol!" Ruth said. Understanding
widened her eyes. "So that's why you
wanted to find their medical stock—
you're going to get the truth from Gil
with that?"
"If' it will work with a Cubist," Shannon said grimly. "And I think it will."
WTHEN they found Gil in his office
" he was stuffing papers into a brief
case. He looked up at their entrance,
surprise in his eyes when he saw that
Max Goff was not with them. "Where's
Max?"
Shannon put the hypnol case on the
desk. "In the first-aid room. He'll be
unconscious long enough for me to get
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most of the answers I want from you."
He opened the plastic kit, wincing a
little at Gil's recoil from its glittering
contents.
"I hate doing this, Gil, but you've
put me off so persistently that I've finally realized you don't mean to tell me
anything unless you're forced to. I'm
only using the means at hand to get the
information I need."
Gil wet his lips. "You're making a
mistake, Paul. If you force that knowledge from me you'll regret it. It's not
a thing you're supposed to know. It's
against the Plan—"
"I thought so," Shannon said harshly.
"The Plan—you are a Cubist, after all.
I should have guessed it long ago, instead of letting friendshin blind me."
He felt himself swept by a bleak and
bitter futility when he considered the
improbable chain of events that had
led him to this. Against his will his
whole life had been altered, stripped
of all that he had valued. He had lost
Ellen, and now Gil, and the emptiness
of purpose that remained left him battered and weary and uncaring.
"You were at the bottom of it all,"
he said. "From the night of my landing
you pulled the puppet strings that led me
on here and held me back there. . . I
should have known that when I realized that the fat man who answered my
radophone call to you was lying. He
was ivaiting for that call, to make certain I had landed arid to find out where
I was. He wouldn't have accepted a
charge call from a stranger, otherwise.
"And the suit and wallet were more
of the same deliberate misdirection, because no one but you or Ellen could have
known where to find them. You must
even have known where I was during
those two years on lo, or you w^ouldn't
have known when to expect me back.
How?"
Gil smiled faintly. "It does sound like
deliberate deception, doesn't it? Maybe
the whole thing was a sort of psychological smoke screen put up to throw you
on your own and see how you would

react, to stretch you to your limits. Maybe it was a trial to learn if the cutting
edge of a newly forged tool would be
hard enough to stand up under the work
it was designed for."
They faced each other across the desk,
Shannon tense and wary, Gil relaxed
and resigned. Ruth moved back from
them and looked uneasily down the corridor toward the darkened laboratory,
shivering a little at its air of vault-like
emptiness.
Shannon called her back and passed
Max Goff's shock-rod to her.
"Hold him with this." he ordered. He
took up the hypnol needle and turned on
Gil. "Don't make us beam you out, Gil.
I'll only load you aboard ship and you'll
wake up under hypnol. I'm through
with being led about like a sheep. I want
the truth!"
Gil shrugged helplessly. "Wait, Paul.
I'll tell you what you want to know. I
can't afford the time it would take to
come out of a hypnol trance—I'm going
to be needed here soon, and badly."
"So Goff's desperate escape story ivas
just another i-ed herring," Shannon
said. "Conniston wouldn't be that anxious to get hold of you again. It was
another dodge to get us out of—"
A T THAT moment the floor under his
•^^ feet heaved sharply and subsided
into a faint sustained trembling. A moment later the dull rumble of an explosion came to them, rattling the windows
of the workroom, a deep and ominous
roar muffled by distance.
"They've begun it," Gil said. He sat
forward, a sudden shine of pei-spiration
damping his forehead. "We'll have to
hurry. . . Conniston has started his offensive, Paul. We'd better get out of
here unless we mean to be caught in it."
Shannon shook his head stubbornly.
"Tell me now. We'll run when we're
forced to."
Gil sat back in his chair. The faint
smile had come back to his face, showing the square edges of his wide-spaced
teeth.
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"Do you remember the question I
asked you on the way back from Peace
Center? About the functioning of the
human subconscious and its control of
hormone action to maintain systemic
balance among the body cells ?"
"I remember," Shannon said. "Don't
stall, Gil. Get to it!"
"I see you didn't recognize the analogy, plain as it is. Consider this—when
the human body finds itself in a state of
imbalance through cellular disorder, it
releases a hormone designed to relieve
that disorder by setting up a new and
more stable balance. But would you say
that the hormone itself is a responsible
agent, or that it is intelligent? Does it
know who or what sent it on its errand,
or does the conscious mind of the body
that contains it know?"
They stared at him, wordless before
his sudden earnestness.
"The analogy is not perfect, but it
serves; the Cubes fit roughly into the
same category as the human body's hormones. The entiretj' of intelligent life
on Earth—not the individual organisms
that inhabit the globe, but their collective intelligence as a whole—forms a
mental cell in the being of a cosmic
creature that sprawls across a large part
of our galaxy, an entity so vast that it
is not even conscious of our existence.
"You know the unrest that technological progress has brought among men
during the past few centuries—every
man is literally at war with his neighbor, and that warring amounts to a
rebellious malfunctioning of a body cell
that refuses to work normally with
others about it. Unchecked, that rebellion will spread to other worlds with the
coming of stellar flight and set up new
cells as wildly active as our own.
"The end result would be the same to
that galactic entity as cancer to us, an
uncontrollable malignancy that would
eventually destroy its parent body. Do
you understand now what the Cubes are
and why they must win? Do you see that
they are thrown against us like cosmic
antibodies to bring stability—which is
'-^iL-i
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pure and simple peace—to us?"
"The governing subconscious of the
galactic entity out there has finally
sensed the danger center here, and has
taken steps to eliminate it."
lyrOW another blast, closer this time,
-'-^ shook the warehouse. Above the
rattling of windows Gil said clearly:
"It's a staggering thought, isn't it, that
in spite of all our striving we've managed to become only a minor irritant?
That Earth has no more control over
her destiny than a corpuscle in your
bloodstream ?"
It was more than staggering.
"It's not even a plausible lie," Shannon said. He shut his mind against the
stunning concept, penning it away behind a wall of denial. "I want the truth,
Gil, not a maniac dream."
Gil shook his head in a sort of ferrible
earnestness.
"It's no dream, Paul. Your individual
cells are individually alive—how do you
know they aren't intelligent too? Concer is the result of cells deliberately
multiplying themselves against the wellbeing of the body; if they're sentient,
how would an influx of hormones trying
to restore balance appear to them—
like champions, or like invaders ?"
"It's against all reason," Shannon
said stubbornly. "If what you say is true,
then why did the Bearer refuse Ruth
and me yesterday at the Peace Center
post? Why are some Cubists different
from others?"
"Because you are cutting tools, and
the time to use you has not come yet.
As for the difference between Cubists,
a society of sheep is stable but static;
some of us must retain a modified initiative to keep the wheels turning."
The radophone on Gil's desk buzzed
gently, a soft sound that fell like a
thunderclap between them.
They froze, staring at each other.
Ruth dropped her shockrod without
noticing, watching the communicator
screen with wide eyes.
"They couldn't have traced us here
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SO soon," Shannon said. "Don't answer
it—it may be a trap."
Gil shoved back his chair. "But it
may be one of my staff, Paul, in trouble
or trying to warn me. I'll have to answer it."
He pressed the activating stud on the
radophone unit. The screen swirled
briefly and came to life.
Zimmer Conniston looked out at them.
"Lucas—thank God I got to you first!"
he said urgently. "Get out of there and
come to my headquarters—and hurry!"

to its foundations. The radophone screen
swirled madly, rioting with flying blobs
of color. When it steadied again Conniston's face had gone slack, his eyes
blank with unbelief. An ugly bruise
marked the Guild leader's cheek. His
nose dripped blood, slowly.
"That was—close," he said hoarsely.
"Solar—striking back. Or Government—"
He shook himself and turned his plea
to Shannon, making a last bid to salvage a measure of success.
"You're a practical man, Shannon,"
Conniston said. His tone wheedling, at
ridiculous variance with the black
weight of his scowl. "Bring Lucas to
me and I'll pay anything you ask. I'll
clear you with Government. . . . "
Shannon cut him off in disgust. "Do
you think I'd help you now, after what
you did to Ellen and her mother? Conniston, you're a greater fool than I
thought!"
"I'd forgotten the girl," Conniston
said. He laughed suddenly, his pale eyes
lighting. "I can bargain with you after
all. Shannon, the muscle squad I sent
to Peace Center brought back your fiancee before you were well out of Metro.
Bring Lucas to me and I'll turn her over
to you."
'To Shannon it was like having the
floor drawn suddenly from beneath his
feet. If they had Ellen here, in Metro—

iTvNLY two nights before, on the rado^^ phone at Ansel's pledge-shop, Shannon had been struck by the uncertainty
in Conniston's manner, and tonight the
Guild leader's harassment was too obvious to miss. It warped his heavy-jowled
face into the slackness of near panic.
His mane of gray hair was tangled and
snarled; beard stubbled his cheeks, and
the weariness of long-continued strain
dulled the arrogance of his pale eyes.
"Hurry, man," Conniston urged.
"Solar Services police are closing in on
you—there's no time to argue!"
Gil cut him off sharply: "How do you
know that? Who told you where to find
me?"
Conniston's voice turned conciliatory.
"I got the information from Campion,
one of your technicians . . . but I didn't
have time to use it before I learned that
Orsham's crowd had picked up another
TTE SAW the unlikeliness of it even
of your staff and wrung him dry."
-'--•- before he heard Gil's warning:
"Campion didn't tell you that willing- "Don't let him take you in, Paul. He's
ly," Gil said. Anger roughened his mild lying!"
voice. "You tortured that information
"Of course he's lying," Shannon said.
out of him, Conniston, or you used hypnol. It won't help you; you've lost, can't And to Conniston: "You aren't holding
you understand that? The rank and file Ellen there. You'd have no reason to
of your organization aren't following hold her after Gil and I were arrested as
the orders you gave them for wholesale Peace Center. You've released her—or
slaughter—they're caught in the middle, killed her."
Conniston lost all control, frustrated
like the public in general, and like the
public they're turning to the Cubes to beyond endurance. "I tell you she's
get out of the fighting. I've heard only here. Shannon! Not in my offices, but
two bombs so fai'—are your men quit- in the building. Wait, Til send for
her—"
ting already?"
A heavier blast shook the warehouse
"You'll send a crew of musclers here
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Instead," Shannon said. He turned his tled in gray, tenuous plumes from the
back on the screen, ignoring him. "Let's roof overhead. The sound had not died
go, Gil. Keep ahead of me—I'm not away when a sharper explosion above
sent a gust of smoke billowing toward
through with you yet."
Ruth touched Shannon's arm hesi- them from the roof stairwell.
"The police," Gil said. "Or Solar mustantly. "Can't we go to the Ark now,
Paul ? Please, I've got to get back to my clers—Conniston wasn't lying after all!"
father. He'll be frantic out there on—"
They ran for the ship, the scuffing of
Shannon put a rough hand over her their feet on the concrete floor drowned
in the heavier sound of men rushing
mouth, cutting her short.
"Solar Services is searching for the down the wooden staircase.
Ark out there already," he said in her
ear. "Do you want Conniston after her,
xrv
too?"
B E F O R E pursuit appeared, they had
At the doorway he felt the fall of
silence behind him and turned to see reached the personnel ladder at the
Conniston staring after them from the Phoebe's open port. Shannon boosted
radophone screen, eyes intent with Ruth inside and put down a hand
toward Gil, who had stopped short at
startled comprehension.
"Conniston heard that," Shannon the bottom rung.
"I'm not coming with you," Gil said.
said when they were in the corridor.
"And he'll make the most of it. He'll He stepped back, away from Shannon's
have every patrol craft in the system hand. "I'm sorry, Paul—I hoped it
alerted for us beforp we're out of atmos- wouldn't come to this sort of break between us. But there's no place in the
phere."
Ruth met his impatience with a de- Plan for me on lo."
Shannon turned the dart-gun on him.
fiant tilt of her chin, but the sudden
brightness of her eyes and the trembling From behind, Ruth's hands pulled at
of her mouth gave her away. To Shan- him urgently. "Hurry, Paul! Let him
non the realization that she was near the go—they're coming—"
Shannon shook her off. "Climb up,
breaking point came as a shock; it had
seemed to him, engrossed in the head- Gil. Don't make me drag you!"
long confusion of his search, that there
A police officer appeared on the stairwas no limit to her stamina.
way, others crowding after him. Metal
"Let him try," Gil said. "No patrol glinted; something whispered past Shancraft will ever overhaul you in the non's face and exploded deafeningly
Phoebe." He paused at the corridor against the farther wall of the workmouth to look with pride in his eyes at room. He fired back without conscious
the sleek vertical bulk of the ship in the intention, and felt his stomach lurch
workroom shaft. "She's adapted to use when the foot of the stairway disapNugent's light-drive. Nothing short of peared in a gout of smoke and red flame.
the Ark will overtake her."
In the smoky tunnel of the stairwell a
"The light-drive?" Ruth repeated in- man screamed piercingly.
credulously. "How did you get hold of
Gil stood fast at the foot of the ladder,
that?"
a shadow of familiar Cubist serenity
Gil gave her a square-toothed smile across his round, earnest face.
edged with cynicism. "Through one of
"It's no good, Paul," he said. "You
your father's trusted staff. There are couldn't change Ellen back; you couldn't
more—"
change me, either. I told you the truth
A heavy bla'st outside cut him short. about the Cubes, back there in the office."
He turned and went toward the firstThe workroom floor shuddered under
their feet from the concussion; dust set- aid room where Shannon had left Max
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(Joflf unconscious. Shannon set a foot on
the ladder to go after him, and drew it
back when a shattering detonation outside smashed a twenty-foot opening in
the workroom wall. Through the swirl
of dust and smoke he glimpsed running
figures pouring from the break, swarming in from the street outside.
He stepped back into the ship and
slammed the port. Air hissed, sealing
the lock. At the control panel Ruth
called to him tautly without looking up
fronv-the relay studs under her hands:
"Get down—we're blasting off!"
He ignored the w^arning, and found
himself slammed to the floor by a sudden
weight of acceleration that drove the
breath from his lungs and struck a
leaden paralysis into his limbs.
There was a rending clangor of tearing metal as the Phoebe ripped through
the warehouse roof. The sound echoed
deafeningly back and forth through the
circular prison of the control room, and
with its dying away the intolerable pressure left Shannon as suddenly as it had
come.
He fought his way up from the edge
of unconsciousness and sat up to orient
himself. Ruth had turned in her place
at the twin control chairs and was
watching him.
"We're out of atmosphere," she said,
' "and ready to use the light-drive. We'll
be on lo in less than an hour."
He thought wearily, sitting there on
the floor while his bruised body mustered the strength to stand, that with
her taking command of the situation
she had reverted again to her old efficient self in the twinkling of an eye.
Given her brown coveralls again instead
of the stained and disheveled party
dress, she would have looked exactly as
she had looked the first time he ever saw
her.
"And finding the Ark will put us back
on schedule again, I suppose," Shannon
said bitterly. "I'm still in good hands, is
that it? The Plan takes a change of
planets in its stride—why should it balk
at a change in guardians for me?"

p U T H NUGENT came toward him,
-•-'- her dark eyes angry, and Shannon
got up shakily to face her. "I never supposed for a minute that you reallv believed I was a Cubist," she said. "Would
I have—oh, why do I bother trying to
convince you? What diff'erence does it
make what you believe?"
"It makes no difference at all," Shannon said. Defeat rode him, bringing a
sense of futility greater than he could
bear to consider. "The Plan will be
served. And that's all that matters, isn't
it?"
With dull irrelevance he recalled a
fanciful old account he had read at
school of a man who had no country,
condemned all his life to sail the seas
without setting foot on land. That ancient, he thought, had suffered nothing
by comparison; he, Shannon, had lost
not only his country but his planet as
well, his fiancee, his friend and all sense
of belonging with his own species. Even
on lo he had never guessed what being
truly alone could be like; then there had
been the Kyril for companionship and
the anticipation of returning home to
Earth to bolster him. Now there was
left only an appalling emptiness and
the prospect of being maneuvered
about like a chess piece in an endless
game played by an intangible but monstrously confident enemy.
"Will you open the shutters?" he
asked. "I'd like to see what I'm leaving
behind."
She touched a stud that rolled the
port shutters back like jointed spools
of metal tape into the walls, and he
could see outside into space.
The ship lay full in the dull red cone
of Earth's penumbra, with Earth to one
side and the sun hidden behind her; on
the other side hung the red-orange crescent of Mars and the silver disk of Jupiter, and beyond them a glittering uncountable myriad of stars.
Looking down the cone of the penumbra was like sighting along a great
round tunnel that dwindled in sharp perspective, dim with blood-hued shadow
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and truncated abruptly by E a r t h ' s night- better job of it t h a n we did on E a r t h . I t
side hemisphere, toward a monstrous needn't be the end a t all, but the beginblack disk edged with a sullen furnace- ning."
glow of air-diffracted sunlight.
He found her confidence inordinately
To Shannon E a r t h looked like a world comforting, her calm acceptance a s
on fire, and it came to him as he watched soothing as a sedative.
t h a t the thought was no hysteric symUnderstanding of his own panic came
bolism but a literal awareness of global like a corollary to t h e logic s h e ofholocaust. E a r t h ivaft on fire, b u r n i n g fered—his fear had not been for his
a s she had burned for millenia with the personal ssfet^', it was the individual's
senseless perpetual vv'arrings of her chil- instinctive t e r r o r at t h e prospect of r a dren.
cial death. F o r a m a n to die among his
But until now the fire had smoldered, fellows is a t e r r i f y i n g but commonplace
building slowly; and in its present final thing, but for the last man alive—knowfury it had accomplished nothing but the ing t h a t after him t h e r e will be no othdrawing of alien monitors from out ers, t h a t the perpetuity of which he has
been a p a r t is about to cease forever—
there to extinguish its burning. . . .
it could be infinitely more awful.
And freedom with it.
And if a group could escape the Cubist
The thought brought a s h a r p recurrence of the shock he had felt when Gil subjugation of E a r t h and t r a n s p l a n t
Lucas toid him what lay behind the humanity like a h a r d y perennial a m o n g
Cubes. He could see Gil's face again, t h e stars, carrying with it t h e phoenix
harassed and i-eluctant, and hear the of human immortality. . . .
deadly seriousness of his voice detailing
"I think you're right," Shannon said.
the terrible simplicity of circumstance He thought of the virgin worlds lying
t h a t had set the Plan into motion.
empty and w a i t i n g in space, and t h e
challenge of their strangeness flicked
Tj^OR the first time belief came to Shan- his imagination with a quick stir of in•'- non, bringing a sense of reality more terest. "If you are, we're w a s t i n g time.
chilling in the detachment of black space Let's get on to the Ark."
than he could have felt on E a r t h . HorSide by side they sat at the control
ror shook him like a plunge into icy panel. Ruth's fingers moved nimbly over
w a t e r ; when he tui-ned from the ports the instrument studs, feeding data into
back to Ruth he was trembling uncon- the calculator banks, t r a n s f e r r i n g resulting g r a p h s to the integrator section
trollably.
"What if Gil vras r i g h t ? " he asked. while she plotted their course. She talked
"What if there really /> som.e sort of cos- as she worked, and Shannon listened inmic brute hovering out there in space, tently.
using us but too big to be conscious of
"We don't have to calculate solar orus?"
bits with the light-drive," Ruth said.
She considered the question calmly, "We're not subject to centrifugal baland her composure surprised and ances and orbital escapement speeds.
shamed him when he saw that she had Planetary ellipses are too small to matteralready accepted the postulation as a —we've only to consider basic galactic
motion and the tangenital drift of the
reality and had adapted herself to it.
"Suppose there is?" she asked. "It's sun. Gravitic s t r a i n s a r e everywhere,
been there all the time, then, and it's no no m a t t e r how far a p a r t . . . . "
"I'm afraid it's no use," Shannon said.
t h r e a t to us as long as we don't force
it to action by the sort of anarchy t h a t "I know you're t r y i n g hard to keep it t o
h a s put E a r t h where she is. With a my level, but I'm not even a lay phyisnucleus like the Ark's crew we can s t a r t cist."
over out there somewhere, and do a
She laughed at his bafflement.
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"We're on light-drive," she said.
"Then I'll use a basic analogy the
professors developed to give students a "Look outside."
visual idea of gravitic action. Imagine a
horizontal sheet of rubber, tightly TTE STOOD in awe before the ports,
stretched, with a marble lying on it; the -*--*- shaken and at the same time curisurface is under a steady strain, but the ously exhilarated by the strangeness
marble does not move because all stress- that had crept into the familiar space
es are equally balanced. Now^ depress the beyond the plastiglass panels.
surface, distorting the normal strain
Space ahead was no longer black.
pattern, and the marble rolls toward the A faint pearly luminescence glowed
center of distortion. Space is full of such throughout it, shot through with a milstatic strains—the ship's engines distort lion starpoints familiar in placement
them as they are reached, and its mass is but blazing in crescendo like a shower
moved in a uniform direction by their of sparks from a brazer's wheel. Their
effort to regain normal shape. The faster colors changed while he watched; yellow
the ship moves, the more strains are dis- suns turned white, the white turned blue
torted and the greater the gravitic re- and then violet . . . and vanished.
action. Velocity gained never equals
Behind the Phoebe the sun's glare
the speed of light, since light-speed is dulled from white to a sullen, brooding
the ultimate limit of the medium's elas- red. Shannon turned, startled, and
ticity, but it comes close—vei-y close. found himself able to stare directly at
There is no dominating attraction of the it without discomfort, a dull and omiship toward any one body because the nous coin-sized disk set against a blackship remains constantly in a distorted ness deeper than his perception could
space where there is no gravity as such grasp.
but only motion, the releasing and re"It looks like a dying coal," he
shaping of spatial strains moving the breathed. "Like a cinder out of hell!"
ship forward in order to be rid of their
Paith came to stand beside him, laughdistortions."
ing, delighted as another woman might
"You make it almost simple," Shan- have been delighted at showing off an
non said. "But shouldn't that kind of expensive original gown.
acceleration crush the entire crew to a
"Doppler effect," she said. "You've
pulp?"
heard of it all your life—it's been measShe laughed again, pleased that he ured in starlight for hundreds of years.
should have touched so quickly on a But it's strange to .s^'e it, isn't it?"
crucial point. "We don't accelei-ate
He let his breath out raggedly. "It's—
against gravity, only against inertia. Ac- terrible. What would happen if we
tually, there''s no acceleration of the ship struck a meteor or an asteroid at this
at all in relation to crew or cargo; the rate? A fission blast?"
distortion of space moves the passenger
"You've touched on the one thing
with the ship, don't you see? In a sense, about the drive that makes stellar speeds
the section of space in which the ship possible," she said. "The distortion-bublies moves with it, too."
ble created by the ship's engines goes
"You're out of my depth again," Shan- ahead of us, as it must if the space strain
non said. He lit a cigarette and leaned behind it is to move us on, and any
back, watching her curiously. "But I'll matter in its way is carried along with
take your word for it. You should know, it. A meteor caught in the field loses its
having helped built the Ark."
gravitic weight, keeping only its inertia,
She fed a last tape traced with a series but it never reaches the ship—it preof improbable curves into the integrator cedes it. When we come out of lightand touched a stud set carefully apai^t drive the accumulated matter ahead
comes out with us at the same rate of
from the rest.
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speed, so that it's not dangerous. We've that rose like a wall from the floor of a
only to move through it or around it." giant ravine. From the outcrop to the
She looked thoughtful. "Father and canyon wall on either side a cunningly
Alec say that the Ark might even drive latticed screen had been swung, camouthrough the heart of-a planet without flaged so that its upper surface blended
being damaged. I hope they're right!" with the twisted Ionian scenery.
They stood at the ports and watched
XV
together until a signal chimed at the
instrument board and Ruth went back
' NDER the screen lay the Ark, ports
to her controls. There was no sense of
strain nor of deceleration, but the violet open, armed men scurrying in tight
points of stars began to break through knot about her to outlying emplacethe luminous haze ahead, shifting swift- ments. Shannon caught a glimpse of
ly back down the spectrum to their nor- Alec Blair's slight figure, bare sandy
mal colors. Sunlight returned behind hair glinting in the low sunlight as he
ran. Dace Nugent appeared in the rearthem, bright and yellow.
"We're coming out," Ruth said. A most port of the Ark, the stubby bulk
brief puff of dust swirled past the ports of an exploder cradled in his arms.
and was gone, glittering like powdered
The camouflage was clever enough,
mica in the sunhght. "A meteor, or but Nugent's allowing a strange ship to
what's left of it," she said. "Look— land within a hundred yards of his own
we're inside Callisto's orbit already. was proof enough that the Ark was
There's lo!"
equipped with nothing in the way of
Jupiter dominated the sky like a huge oifensive weapons. They had stocked
silvery ball, flattened and banded with nothing, apparently, but hand guns; the
Shannon thought
derisively,
mvl-rky striae, holding his satellite sys- Ark,
tem to him like a jealous giant. Shan- would be a sitting duck for even the
non picked out the icy white crescent of smallest patrol boat equipped with a
Callisto and for the thousandth time let seeker-missile launcher.
his fancy run on what might have been.
He had expected Ruth to rush out at
"I was headed for Callisto when the once when he opened the port, and was
Flora went out of control and cracked surprised when she did not. Even when
up on lo," he said. "I wonder how it the Ark's crew recognized her and Dace
would be now if I could have made that Nugent came running across the rocky
trip safely, without losing that two ground toward them she showed no
years ? Ellen and I—"
eagerness. Instead she turned a trouRuth broke in without seeming to bled face to Shannon, more hesitant
hear him. "You'd better strap in, I'm than he had seen her since they first met.
"I'm glad you're coming with us,"
going to change course for landing."
They settled toward a bleak and deso- she said. And, before he could answer:
late landscape as familiar to Shannon "Please don't be bitter about what
as the back of his hand, a cruel and piti- you've lost, Paul. You did all that could"
less place of jagged obsidian ledges and be done—more than anyone else I've
green flame-vines spotted with blatant ever known could have done."
He considered her words, searching
flowers. There was no sign of the Ark
for a hint of irony, and found none.
nor of any human habitation.
"What else is there to do?" he asked,
He was about to protest that no ship
indifferently.
the size of the Ark could be hidden on
lo when Ruth grounded the Phoebe at
She bit her lip and turned to the port
the base of a towering basalt mesa, ladder. Shannon followed, frowning
and he saw that it was not a true table- faintly, disturbed by an unaccountable
land but only a splintered outcropping sense of being somehow in the wrong.

u.
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Dace Nugent met them at the bottom
of the ladder, his lined face alight with
relief. He caught his daughter to him,
found the exploder an encumbrance, and
flung it away to be rid of it. The two of
them stood together wordlessly until
Shannon shifted restively. The Ark's
crew streamed toward them from their
makeshift guard emplacements, cheering.
"You got back just in time," Nugent
said huskily. "I've gone half insane here,
trying to work out some way to find
you without giving the Ark away. Another day and we'd have had to blkst
off without you."
"Shannon brought me back," Ruth
said. She drew away from her father,
her eyes shining. "We took the long way,
but we're here."
Nugent held out his hand to Shannon,
and drew it back blankly when Shannon
ignored it. "You'd really have gone
without her?" Shannon demanded incredulously. "You'd have left her back
there in that hellhole?"
Ruth laughed, a light peal of sound
oddly at variance with the bleak Ionian
silence. "My father is a practical idealist, Paul. We all are, or we wouldn't
have organized this Cygni expedition in
the first place. The project, along with
the new start for humanity it represents,
is more important than any of us."
"WTHEN Shannon said nothing she
^ added pointedly: "There were several times when you could have abandoned me on that Peace Center foray,
remember? Why didn't you?"
"I don't know," Shannon said. "Perhaps because it didn't occur to me."
The Nugents laughed together. The
Ark's crew suri-ounded them, smiling,
congratulting Ruth, shaking Shannon's
hand against his will.
"We're all here now," Dace Nugent
said.
Alec Blair came up, panting, and Nugent turned on him exultantly. "Get the
astrogation team to work, Alec. We blast
off as soon as you can give us a course."

"We'll need eight hours," Blair said.
He looked at Ruth then and smiled wryly. "Welcome home, darling. . . ."
CHANNON let them lead him through
*^ the great hulk of the Ark from cargo
holds to astrogation room, listening
without comment to their detailing of
the ship's arrangements. At another
time his engineer's sense of thoroughness wo.uld have been delighted with her
construction and appointment, but at
the moment his feeling of personal loss
at thought of abandoning Ellen and
Earth was too crushing to leave room
for appreciation.
He met the Ark's crew, and was
forced in spite of himself to admire
Nugent's shrewdness in estimating
character. The Ark was manned by as
eminently capable staff, a cheerful but
resolute group which clearly could be
expected to live together sensibly and
without friction. Most of them were
technicians of one sort or another and
so not likely to make the hardiest of
pioneers, but they were handpicked for
stability.
Midway of the ship they paused in
a thick-walled room-tiered with coffinsized chambers like recessed vaults. Nugent opened one and slid out a hermetically sealed plastiglass chest, padded
with foam rubber and equipped with a
self-contained air purifier.
"This is the thing we like least about
protracted flight," he said. "But the
length of the trip makes it unavoidable.
Some of us are no longer young—competent specialists seldom are — and
twelve years more will see us too old to
be useful when we arrive. We've provided metabolic suspension chambei-s for
the older members and for the sick or
injured whose treatment may take considerable time."
Idly Shannon counted the vaults, and
found their number surprisingly small.
"Fifty-eight," he said, "when your number must be twice that. Why not a cell
for each member?"
Nugent laughed and looked at Ruth.
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"There was some discussion on that
point, but since the aim of a colonizing
expedition is to populate new worlds as
quickly as possible we elected to leave
the younger members of the crew active
during the entire trip. There are one
hundred eight of us, twenty-seven men
and eight-one women, of whom fiftyeight will sleep through the trip unless
emergency forces their awakening. The
others will be busy maintaining the
ship's operation and bringing up the
new generation."
"The new generation ?" Shannon repeated.
Understanding came, increasing his
respect for Nugent's astuteness. "I see.
By the time you reach 61 Cygni there
should be children old enough to help
with the colonizing."
"We've provided nurseries and schooling facilities," Nugent said. "With emphasis on the schooling. There is no
human failing, including man's natural
belligerence, that can not be tempered
by proper training. These children will
have a better opportunity to grow into
really stable adults than any group ever
before born."
"It sounds very efficient," Shannon
said. A memory from his copter flight
with Ruth to Peace Center came back
to amuse him briefly. "Will you select
your marital — groups — according to
their special abilities, or leave that to
choice?"
"Choice, of course," Ruth .said. She
flushed at his sardonic glance, and he
knew that she remembered the incident
as well. "One thing is certain, Mr. Shannon—there'll be no bargains driven in
the selecting!"
They passed on to the forward section
of the ship and found the astrogation
room a place of quiet activity. A fiveman team of astronomers and mathematicians worked busily at a bank of computing machines and integrators, plotting the Ark's flight-line to 61 Cygni.
Alec Blair was in charge, too engrossed in his work to spare them more
than a nod of recognition and a cooly ap-
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praising glance at Shannon. They went
on to the shuttered observation chamber
at the bow, where Shannon stood in
half-listening inattention to Nugent's
monologue and stared out through the
open port across the Ionian badlands.
r \ O W N the ravine that hid the Ark a
- ^ vague suggestion of disharmony in
the angular landscape caught his eye, a
hint of roundness that jarred against
the ragged patterns of unweathered
stone. He made up his mind at once,
feeling a slight lift of excitement', that it
was either an improbably rounded boulder embedded in the ravine side, or it
was the Kyril.
"I'm going out," he said abruptly, and
went to the port. They stared at him
blankly, and he shrugged ofl' their unspoken questions.
"Be careful," Nugent warned. "It's
getting dark, and the lava-lions will be
out."
"I know the lava-lions," Shannon said.
"If I'm not back before blastoff.time,
leave me. It won't make a great deal of
difi^erence."
He went down the ravine with a growing sense of anticipation, as if he were
on the way to meet an old and valued
friend. His uncertainty was settled
within a matter of minutes.
It was the Kyril. . ..
"You are late," the Kyril said. Its telepathic voice was as cool and liiihurried
as evei'; the rp.ini'iarity of it gave S'lannon a strange'y comforting sorse of continuity, as if the ordeal on Earth had
been only a dream and he had never been
away from lo. "I had begun to think
that I would have to call to you, Paul
Shannon, and perhaps alarm the
others."
Shannon sat on his haunches, unconsciously assuming a position he had used
a thousand times before with his enigmatic friend, and looked curiously at
the Kyril's lichened shape.
"You said when I left lo for Earth
that I had grown away from my people,
that there would be times when I might
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wish I had remamed here. Did you
know then what was hanpening to ray
world, Kyril ? Do you know everything?"
"I knew what you would find there,"
the Kyril said. "But I could not tell y-'^u.
You had to iearn for yourself, to solve
your problems in your own way or to
fail before them."
Shannon stood up, startled by the inference. "You know all the time? Then
why—"
He drew back, struck by a sudden icy
certainty. '"Kvril, you're a prime mover
in this madman's dream! You fit into
it somehow just as Gil Lucas did!"
"Your friend toid you the truth," the
Kyril said. "He wjuld have spared you
that, but you were determir-od—and
difficult. Are you any the happier now
for understanding?"
Shannon found himself in a confus'>n
of conflicting emotions. Anger flared in
him against the Kyril, an anger tempered by an equal chill of uneasiness at
the thought of its being part of the vast
and alien thing that had brought this
about.
"It's too fantastic for belief," Shannon said. "And yet—"
"Yet it is true," the Kyril answered.
"No single cell of your body could exist
without the whole, because it is the complete entity that gives each its life. The
greater entity that sent the Cubes to
Earth gave life to you and to Earth, as
to others throughout this galaxy. Will
you resent its necessity of quieting the
chaos on Earth in order to preserve itself? Would you permit a cell of your
own to grow wild and destroy you, if you
could prevent it?"
again the sense of facing a conONCE
cept too great for understanding set
Shannon to trembUng. If Earth had
reached such a pitch of rebellion before
the appearance of the Cubes became necessary, then there must be other and
more peaceful worlds that had not needed correction, and never would. . . .
"Earth is an exceptional case," the

Kyril said, keeping pace with Shannon's
thought. "Man is one of the few species
so bellicose that he could not attain balance by himself. If he had been more rational and less greedy, all this would not
have been necessary."
The silent voice went on. "Stellar
flight would have come in time, when
men were ready for it as a race. You
have been taught that self-preservation
is the strongest law of life; it is not. Adventurers in all times have ventured in
flimsy boats across unknown seas, in the
face of death, because in them was implanted the instinct to spread sentient
lift further across first a continent, then
a globe, and after that across space. But
such instruments as are used by the galactic entity to spread its sentience must
bo at peace with themselves; if they are
unbalanced members of a culture living
in imbalance, then the newer extensions
of that culture also will be undisciplined
and dangerous to the whole. Do von follow me?"
It was imposible not to follow. Shannon's unbelief died under the Kyril's cool
certainty, and a numb assent succeeded
it.
"The galactic entity, like yourself,
must grow to maturity by the addition of
new cells to its being," the Kyril said.
"A new cell grows from a stable nucleus,
which must prove itself suitable for survival before it may divide to form a n ew
one. And that nucleus may fail at the
last moment if it lacks strength or wisdom to meet the trials it must encounter.
If it survives it will have been tempered
and sharpened like a tool in a forge,
adapted by its conditioning-to the jiurpose for which it is intended.
"You are such a tool, tempered for the
part you are to play. Dace Nugent and
his staff are others. If you can work together there is no reason why you should
not establish the stable culture which
should have been Earth's in the beginning. That is all, Paul Shannon. Does
it satisfy your need to-know?"
"Wait," Shannon said. "What is your
part in this? And what sort of world
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are we heading toward on this flight of which even the chill efiiciency of the exploder under her arm could detract noththe Ark's?"
"The Cubes are insentient instru- ing.
"I've come to take you back to the
ments," the Kyril said. "I am their director, designed solely to control them Ark," she said when Shannon stood up
in their work. As for the worlds ahead before her. Her eyes studied him with
—all life is not intelligent, and only in- enigmatic attention, dark and wide in
telligence is acceptable for inclusion into the half light. "We blast oflf in another
the galactic entity's being. Tlje worlds thirty minutes. I was afraid something
you will reach are peopled by a subhu- had happened to you."
man species which is not acceptable and
He went toward her, puzzled and a litis—not pleasant. And there are other tle shocked by the feeling that surged up
worlds and systems beautiful beyond in him. "No. I talked with the Kyril and
your conception, but empty and wait- learned what I wanted to know, that Gil
ing."
told us the truth. I learned something
A picture came to Shannon from the else, too, with the Kyril's help."
When she stood quietly he went^on:
Kyril of the dark endless reaches of
space, studded with suns orange and "Understanding what has happened alblue and white and red, of green worlds ready and something of what lies ahead
and dead woi-lds and worlds of darkness of us, I asked myself what sort of choice
and water and others of wind and sand I would make now if I had the power of
an fire, and the magnificence and the ter- going back two years and starting over.
rible beauty of the picture awed and ex- And I discovered that I don't want my
hilarated him beyond the ability of his old life back. The Earth I used to know
was never what I thought it; when I
senses to endure it.
He suffered a brief dizziness that rose think of humanity as a whole I find myfrom his struggle to contain the intoler- self comparing it to that poor stupid litable knowledge he had been given, and tle Titanian, dying on its feet of its own
when his vision cleared the Kyril was dissipations while it aped the thing it
idolized. Earth has nothing left for me,
gone. . . .
and for the first time in my life I'm at
peace with myself. I'm looking forward
XVI
to that flight to Cygni."
She said in a small, careful voice,
HE sound of footsteps brought him
"And Ellen? You're giving her up with
back to awareness with a jerk.
The sun had gone down, and with Earth ?"
the brief gloom of evening Jupiter rose
He made a futile, wordless sound. "I
in a second dawn of cold silver light that know how this will sound, but I can't
made lo's jagged landscape into a fan- help it. I think I've changed more than
tastic fairyland. The parent planet's Ellen has. I couldn't be happy with Elvast banded bulk filled the sky, and by its len now even if she were not a Cubist. I
pale flood of light Shannon saw that it think I've outgrown everything about
was not a lava-lion that came toward the old life I knew—I think we've all outhim.
grown it, else we wouldn't be out here
It was Ruth Nugent, and she had not ready to jump off" to the stars."
She sighed, and the uncertainty went
gone back to the brown coveralls after
out of her voice.
all.
"I think I understand... I've changed
She had changed instead from the bedraggled party dress to another whose too, since that flight to Peace Center,
color Shannon could not make out in the more than I ever imagined I could. If I
hueless planet-glow, but which gave her hadn't I couldn't have made myself
a warm and undeniable femininity from break off with Alec this evening."
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He took a step nearer, trying to see set mines in the Phoebe—we don't want
what was in her eyes. "You broke with them following us in her. The astrogation team is asking for you in the conAlec? Why?"
"For the same reason you're giving trol room. Dace."
When Nugent had gone, Blair put out
up Ellen," she said. "Because Alec is
considerate and good and a very brilliant an unexpected hand to Shannon.
"Ruth put me straight about you earphysicist, but he's only a dry little man
who could never give me what I've had lier in the evening," he said. "I wish you
for the past few days—strength and con- both luck. I won't say I'm happy about
fidence, and the certainty of never being everything, of course, but getting the
Ark to 61 Cygni is the important thing."
alone or afraid any more."
He left them and went down the ladHe said wonderingly, "But that's the
way I feel, though I couldn't put it Hke der into the Ionian night. Ruth put her
that. I think that's when I first realized arm through Shannon's, not trusting
I had outgrown the old life , when I un- herself to speak, and they went together
derstood that none of this would have through the ship toward the control
any meaning for me without you in it." room.
They found the astrogation team
They stood for a moment with the
planet-shine bright between them, shak- grouped tautly about the master teleen by the thing that had come to them. screen, their plotting task forgotten.
"I've a one-track mind," Shannon said "They found us," someone said unnecesalmost humbly. And there wasn't room sarily when Ruth and Shannon came in.
in it for you when we made that flight to "To have been so close, and then to
Peace Center. But I'll have twelve years lose. . . . "
to make it up to you, Ruth."
From the screen a thin young man in
She took the step that remained be- the uniform of a patrol captain looked
out at them, his face tight and detertween them.
"More than that," she said. Her mouth mined.
"We have orders direct from Governhad gone heavy and soft, and the
warmth and tenderness of her recalled ment, at Mr. Conniston's special request,
vividly to Shannon the night she had to hold you," he said. "Don't try to lift
comforted him in the pledge-shop alley. your ship. We have an atomic meteor"Much more than twelve years, Paul. seeker missile triggered to your mass—
And you won't have to bargain with any- you'd be blasted to bits before you could
begin acceleration."
one for me, now or ever. . . . "
He turned his head briefly to give an
order.
"Cut in the beam relay. Put Mr.
T WAS almost time for the blastoff
Conniston
on."
when they went back to the ship.
Zimmer Conniston's face replaced the
Dace Nugent met them at the Ark's
stern port, his square face lined and patrol captain's, his scowl a little blurred
by the distortion of a tight-beam relay.
harsh with strain.
"I was on the point of going to look He singled out Dace Nugent instantly,
for you," he said. "There's a ship less ignoring the others.
"I don't want the A/7,' crippled, Nuthan a hundred miles away out there,
and I think it's scanning for us. We'll gent," he said. "My staff and I are going
with you. There's nothing left for us on
have to hurry."
He was making the port fast when Earth—it's like a madhouse there, and
Alec Blair's voice called urgently down will be until the last man has turned
. the corridor, halting him. "Leave it Cubist."
"We can't take you," Nugent said.
open," Blair said. He came up to them,
breathing hard, his mild eyes glinting "We're a picked crew, Conniston—havwith inner tension. "I'm going out and ing your kind along would defeat the
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purpose of the project. We'd only be
starting over with the same sort of insanity we had on Earth."
Conniston shifted his scowl to Shannon. "Hold them there until I come,
Shannon. I've brought along an inducement to make it worth your while."
He turned his head. "Put the girl on
the screen."
Someone shoved Ellen Keyne into
view. She met Shannon's stricken look
and smiled faintly, unsurprised, wearing her serenity like a mantle of inviolable calm.
"You'll get her back if you can keep
that crew of fanatics from wrecking the
Ark." Conniston said. "It's up to you,
Shannon. All of us go to 61 Cygni, or
none."
His scowl lightened at the indecision
in Shannon's face. "Have all the ports
opened to make sure they don't try to lift
the ship while the patrol crew is taking
over. My own ship is just inside the
Martian ellipse—I'll be there in another
twenty hours."
Shannon took the dart-gun out of his
pocket and turned it on Dace Nugent.
"Send men to open the ports. Do as he
says—and hurry!"
WENT himself to the stern port,
HErunning
through the Ark's echoing
corridors with the bitter memory of
Ruth's stricken face accusing him.
He was through the stern port that
Alec Blair had left open and halfway
down the personnel ladder when the
clanging of other ports opening sounded
up and down the Ark's polished length.
The vertical spindle of the Phoebe stood
outside where he had left it, waiting for
him. He thought of Blair then, setting
mines to destroy the little ship, and felt
a cold chill of desperation. He had to
reach it befoi'e—
Ruth's voice from above froze him
briefly. "Paul, don't go! It isn't worth
it, just when we've found each other—I
know what you're trying to do, but—"
"It's the only way," he insisted.
In his mind he could see how simple it
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would be, and knew that it could not
fail. The Phoebe's smaller bulk rising
from beyond the focus of the patrol
craft's triggered seeker-missile, flashing
up at near-light speed like a great bullet
toward the descending ship. Then. . . .
"Ellen is on Conniston's ship," Ruth
said. She came down the ladder toward
him. "Would you leave her now?"
"Go back," he said, and moved downward again. "She's a Cubist. What is
death, or anything else, to her?"
He stepped from the ladder—and was
flung back, deafened and half stunned,
when the Phoebe flashed up and out of
sight with a shattering blast.
The blinding glare of collision in space
touched him with a wave of heat like
the opening of a furnace door. When he
could see again Ruth was beside him.
"Poor Alec—he didn't come out to
mine the Phoebe! He knew what had to
be done as soon as the patrol ship challenged us. . . .Do you rememeber what he
said when he left us, Paul? That the
Ark's reaching Cygni was all that mattered?"
"I remember," Shannon said.
From the port above them someone
called urgently: "Blastoff—hurry!"
Later, in the acceleration room, they
lay side by side on their padded couches,listening to the excited hum of voices
about them as the rest of the Ark's crew
strapped themselves down against the
blastoff. At the last moment Shannon
put out a hand across the few inches of
intervening space to hold Ruth's, and she
smiled without fear or uncertainty.
"The world is "starting over again,
Paul," she said. "You're not sorry?"
"I'll never be sorry," he said.
He thought of the picture the Kyril
had shown him, of the endless velvet
space ahead, and of the shining colored
suns that swung against it.
"They'll wait," he said irrelevantly.
"They've waited for millenia. What
does another twelve years matter?"
They were holding hands and laughing together when the Ark rushed up
into the sky, toward the stars. • • •
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"It wouldn't be
legal to marry"
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What does a nice girl do when a scaly alien wants to marry her?
HEN Alice Wernecke walked up
the path to the Greers' house she
W
was mildly interested in the fact that

extra-terrestrials in the newspapers and
magazines, and seen them enough on
television, so that meeting one would
cause no great shock. And they were
certainly nothing pretty to look at; not
at all human (barring the fact that they
had two arms, two legs, and a head) but
not much like anything else on earth
either.

the thing from that planet, which was
staying with the Greers, would be there.
Meeting it would be an interesting experience and all that.
But that was not the main consideration. She had read enough about these
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